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INTRODUCTION 
Our renewal is not only a question of p'ogrammes 
and policies - though these are dearly important 
-but is more importantly about the relationship 
between the people and the struc tures... which have 
alienat ed...peop le and left them with the pain of 
their own powerlessness. 
Beauix Campbell writing on British Labour, in 
Manism T- Vol28, No 4, London, 1984. 
The Australian Labor Party's hundredth annivmary year p r e  
vides an opportunity to explore the past, not just for the pur- 
pose of celebration, but also for the purpose of assessing the 
F'arty's future viabfity. There are compelling reasons for doing 
so. At the 1990 Federal election, although Labor was returned 
to office for a record fourth term, a smaller proportion of the 
electoratevotedforitthanatanyheintheprevioussktyyem. 
Since then, following major departures from traditional policies, 
itsstandingin theopinionpolls hasfallentoitslowesteverdepths. 
Membership oflabor's kindred organisations, the trade unions, 
hasbeendediningseverelyasaproportionofthepaidworkforce 
ever since the mid-l950s, and has recently fallen below what it 
wasattheendoftheSecondWorldWar.Itisnotsurprising,then, 
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that many ALe supporters feel pimiistic about the future. 
There is no readyinade cure for the present malaise, and at- 
tempts to develop one are only likely to succeed after awide and 
open interchange of ideas. However, the prerequisite for any 
effective cure is an accurate diagnmis of the problem. The pur- 
pose of this publication is to draw attention to a long-term 
weakness which has been developingin Labor’s relationship with 
the working class. Considerable discussion has occurred in r e  
cent times, among political scientists and among media com- 
mentators, about ways in which the ALP has changed, but little 
light has been cast on the sociological dimensions of this change. 
The political scientists have been more concerned with the 
poiicy pursued by the Hawke administration and how it compares 
with the approach of earlier Labor administrations. Such com- 
parisons show that the current government has taken a more 
consenative course than any of its predecessors, particularly in 
its economic policies. As some correctly point out, however, there 
is considerable continuity between the Hawk government and 
thechanges totheALF3organisationandorientationwhichwere 
in@oducedin thelate 1960s,underGoughWhitlam’sleadership.’ 
What is largely absent from this strand of the debate, and what 
needs to be present in order to help explain the widespread 
feekg among Iabor Party supporters that the very nature and 
identity of their Party has changed, is an understanding of the 
shifts which have ocurred in the composition and constituency 
of the modem ALF! 
Amajor transformation oflabor’s social base over the postwar 
period underlies the Party’s present fragdity, yet it has received 
onlyfleetingattention,andusualiyonlyinthecontextofenqukies 
into electoral behaviour. Very little has been written about the 
changing characteristics of the people who become ALP mem- 
bers, and how these compare with changes among Labor voters 
and in the population at large. In Britain, by contrast, these is- 
sues, and their implications, have received quite comprehensive 
attention. A debate, which began there in the early 1970s, about 
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an apparent long-term dedine ofworkingclass participation in 
the Labour Party took on new significance in the 19&, when 
deep cracks appeared in the Party‘s foundations of electoral sup 
port. 
Media commentaton in Australia have at times discussed the 
Labor Party‘s changing social base, but they have tended to do so 
on a basis of assertion rather than firm evidence. This includes 
boldgen~ti~aboutsodalchangeaswellasunsubstantiated 
daimsconcerningtheParty’spastandpresentmembenhipla~ 
els. Michelle Grattan, for instance, argues that the Hawke gov- 
ernment’s retreat &om the traditional Labor policy of economic 
intervention has occurred simply because nowadays ‘the classes 
are less sharply divided; [and] the so-called ”battlers” are often 
well up the d scale’? In order to advance the debate about 
theLaborParty’sdirection,itisnecessaryattheoutsettobalance 
thesekindsofasertionswithsome evidence about how inequality, 
and the working class, have actually altered in character since the 
Second World War. 
.2 
CHANGES IN THE 
SINCE THE SECOND 
WORLD WAR 
According to the key indicators ofwealth and income, inequality 
has in fact increased in Aushalian society since the War. Studies 
of wealth undertaken in 1915 and in 1970 have shown that the, 
redistribution which occurred between thesedateswas confined 
within the richest 20 per cent, and did not reduce the chasm 
between them and the rest of the population. According to the 
latest study, the top onefifth OfAustralians owns 72 per cent of all 
wealth. Another recent enquiry indicates that the share owned 
by the top 5 per cent ofwealthholders rose kom around 45 per 
cent in 1977 to around 50 per cent in 1984. AU these figures 
understate the true extent of inequality, as the rich tend to with- 
hold information on their affairs. The position of the wealthiest 
has probabiy improved further since 1984 if the simultaneous 
growth in the numbers of millionaires, and of people in poverty, 
is any guide.' 
In terms of income, the disparities have always been less bla- 
~ 
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tant but the trends are similar. Drawing on the information con- 
tained in several decades ofreports to the Federal Parliament by 
the Taxation Commissioner (information which, agah, tends to 
underestimate inequality because of the relative ease with which 
the wealthy can conceal certain types of income), Berry found 
thatwhile some money shifted from the high to the uppermiddle 
m g e  of (beforetax) income earners between 1943 and 1973, 
the share gained by low and lower-middle income group fell. 
Despite the expansion of welfare in the Whitlam years, official 
surveys of income distribution indicate that a further slight re- 
ductionoccurredin theproportionofincomegainedbytheleast 
well-off in the period 1969 to 1979. The gap between high and 
low incomes widened more dramatically in the following three 
yearsaseconomicrecesdon,andFrasergovernmentpolicies, took 
effect; and the relative position oflowincomeearners continued 
to worsen between 1982 and 1986. By 1986 it was apparent that, 
in the previous decade as a whole, Australia’s distribution of pre  
tax income had been transformed from one of the most even in 
the OECD to one of the least even: 
When after-tax revenue is examined, the pattern of increased 
inequality in postwar Australia becomes even more stark. met- 
tive tax rates are higher today for those who have relatively little 
wealth than for others. Through avoidance, high income ewers  
managed to reduce their share of total income tax by more than 
halfbetween themid-1950sandthemid-1980s. Duringthe 1970s, 
companies and the self+mployed succeeded in avoiding other 
forms of tax, and death duties were abolished. Hence the finan- 
cial pressure on wage and alary earners was greatly intensified. 
While low-income families with children have, since 1987, been 
shielded from the worst of this pressure by the Family Allowance 
Supplement, high income earners in the period 1976 to 1989 
have had their tax increased at amuch lower rate than people on 
about avenge earnings. 
The capaaty of the Hawke government’s streamlining of s e  
cial welfare administration to reduce income inequality has been 
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negated by the government’s inequitable approach in other cru- 
cialareas. DecisionstoderegulatethebciaJ andshare markets, 
and to maintain divisions betwekn thewage system which applies 
to the great bulk of the population, and the ‘remuneration’ ar- 
rangements which apply to the privileged few, have widened the 
basic cham of inequality still further. % e r a  the income re 
ceived by senior management rose in real terms by about 20 per 
cent between 1984 and 1990, real average weekly earnings d e  
clined by more than 7 per cent Although it can be said that ag- 
gregate ‘household disposable incomes’ have risen under the 
Hawk government, it must at the same time be acknowledged 
that the actual incomes of the great majority of Australians have 
declined under this government, once housing expenses have 
been taken into account5 
The k t s o n  the disbibution ofcapita, and the determination 
of income, support the view that contemporary Australia is di- 
vided essentially (although not exclusively) between two classes: 
a large working class, defined as all wage and salary earners who 
donot derivesignificant incomeotherthan bysehgtheirlabow 
and a small capitalist dass, defined by its ability to derive signif- 
cant income other than by working for a wage or salary? Yet in- 
equality is nowadays less likely than ever before to be understood 
as something arising out of relations in the workplace, or to be 
expressed in class terminology. Instead, terms which focus on the 
consequences of class divisions, such as the problems of ‘low 
income’ or ‘disadvantaged‘ people, are used, often without rec- 
ognition of how such consequences are inevitable in a system 
based on the sale of labour by the many for the profit of the few. 
Opinions M e r  as towhether current perceptions ofinequality 
inAustraliaareso~guebecauseoftheeffectivemannerinwhich 
ruling vested interests have spread the myth that this is a classless 
society or whether it is due more to changeswithin the working 
classwhich have undermined the potential for solidarity.‘Both of 
these are dearly important 
Public debate about inequality certady continues to be in- 
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fluenced by a doctrine disseminated during the 195Os, accord- 
ing to which the intrinsic class divisions of Western capitalist 
nations had been diluted and perhaps even dissolved since the 
War, in ageneral sea of affluence. This docthe implied that any 
residualinequalitiesmustbequiteminorandacddental,andwere 
notworthgetting s h e d  up about What actually occurred in the 
p o s m  period, in the Australian economy as in Britain and the 
United States, was quite different however. As John Westergaard 
has pointed out, there was merely a tendency for 
inequalities ofincome and proper ty.. [to] operate in areas 
of expenditure increasingly removed from those of bare 
subsistence living, and against a background of generally 
rising average levels of real income ... The visibility of ece  
nomic inequality may diminish ... Resentment may dimin- 
ish, or change in character, as inequality is relevant more to 
the ‘iiilk’ of life than to essentials of survival...[But these 
changes] point, not so much to a transformation of the 
economic structure of class as such, as to a transformation 
ofthe conditions relevant to the formation and direction 
of dass consciousness: it is not the inequalities of class that 
have been reduced but their ‘mmparency’.“ 
The assumption that the basic divisions of capitalist society had 
been superseded nevertheless became so widespread that when, 
in the late 196Os, the extent of economic inequality in Australia 
again became clearly visible, it was now understood not in terms 
of class, but as a question of ‘poverty’. Poverty was presented as a 
phenomenon affecting particular s u k t i o n s  of society, such as 
Aborigines and migrants, and particular agegroups: at that time 
itwas the elderly, while now it is children. It is clearly significant 
that the proportion of children living below the poverty line has 
tripled since the 1960s; but the separation of the ‘poor’ from 
everybody else has tended to conceal the fact that poverty is but 
a visible manifestation of the wider, classstructured pattern of 
inequality inwhich dwage-earnerswithout career prospects, and 
all those whose livelihood relies on them, are vulnerable. The 
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essential caw of poverty is inadequate income, and incomes are 
determined by the class relations of the workplace. Not elderly 
people in general but those paid too little during their working 
lives to save for retirement are the ones who now, as in earlier 
decades, enter the ranks of the visibly poor. Not children in gen- 
eral but those of Impaid single mothers or of the unemployed 
are the ones who are financially most at risk The whole concept 
of'poverty' has, unfortunately, tended to divert hues ofeconomic 
justice &om the centre of political debate into the sphere of ad- 
minisaative action, and to focus attention on the alleviation of 
inequality rather than its prevention? 
Ageneral expansion oftertiary education and a trend towards 
higher retention rates in secondary schools in the decades since 
ency ofineqdty. Yet though children &om lowincome families 
havestayed onatschoolandcompleted tertiary studiesingreater 
I the Second World War have added to the diminishing &ampar- 
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argument is based on dubious methods. One invotves limiting 
the working class to ‘manual‘ workers; another involves the ex- 
clusion of people fiom the working class ifthey place themselves 
in the ‘middle dass’ in answers to survey questions.” However, the 
labels ‘middeck’  and ’worhgdass’, in popular usage, mean 
such different things for different people that the propensity to 
accept or reject them can really tell us very little. Many who call 
themselves ’workingclass’ reject the alternative term because, for 
them, it canies vague overtones of elitism or conspicuous wealth 
which they know they do not possess. Many other people, in quite 
lowpaid and uninteresthgjobs, are happy to describe themselves 
as ‘middle-class’ simply to convey the fact that they are neither 
particularly poor nor in any sense rich. 
The use of these hvo terms as opposites is understandably 
confusing for the many wage and salary earners who see them- 
selves as vaguely around the midpoint on a scale of wealth, yet 
know they are only there becaw they work very hard. Fqually, 
people hit by unemployment mightwonder how this affects their 
membership of a class seemingly defined by the fact that it is 
engaged in paid labour. Part of the confusion arises because the 
termsbelongtotwoquiteseparateandincompatible~avorks 
of analysis. Whereas the term ‘working dass’, in its main line of 
development through the Marxist tradition, essentially describes 
the errmMnic situation of people who cannot derive significant 
income other than by selling their labour for a salary or wage 
(and thus can be extended to indude the unemployed and un- 
paid domestic workers), the term ‘middle class’ describes peo 
ple’s standing on a saial ladder. In the counterposing of these 
terms in everyday usage, however, aided and abetted by those SCP 
dologists and political scientists who use dass analysis as away to 
place people in pigeon holes, rather than to eluadate the nature 
of social conflict, the ‘working class’ has for many people come to 
be understood as a category of manual labourers, and the class 
position of non-manual wage and salary earners has thus been 
made critically unclear.’2 
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This common tendency to divide the labour force into two 
distinct camp of manual and non-manual, or ‘blue-collar’ and 
‘white-collar’, workers itselfrests upon a highly artificial distinc- 
tion, as even the m a t  casual observer of Australian workers can 
see. The prevalence of repetitive movement injuries among white 
collar salary-earners refutes the myth that these workers use their 
hands inherently less than those who are designated as manual 
employees. The artificiality of the distinction can be further seen 
by the fact that one of the few workers who actually wears a blue 
collar these days, the person who delivers the mail, is chssified in 
the census as a clerk, and therefore is officially counted among 
the ‘whitecollar’ wageearners who, according to conventional 
wisdom, are replacing the old ‘blue-collar’ proletariat. 
Fortunately, the convergence, in recentdecades, between the 
employment conditions of factory workers and those of ruutim 
‘non-manual‘ employees such as clerks, bank tellers and shop 
assistants, has given rise to several more useful methods of 
workforce classification, more in l i e  with industrial reality. 
Westergaaxd, for instance, argues that the key distinction to be 
made among today’s wageearners is between, on the one hand, 
those employees who have little autonomy or authority, scarce 
promotion prospects, whoare relativelyvulnerable to redundancy 
at times of recession, and ‘whose lives are conlined within the 
resources and horizons of routine jdd; and, on the other hand, 
people who have some degree of control and authority at work, 
who have visible opportunities for advancement, who are finan- 
aaUy secure and ‘whose lives centre on ~~’ He concedes that 
The distinction is rough. It blurs at the edges and glibly n e  
glectsgradationsandmiationson either side. Butitmakes 
agooddealmoresensethan theold ‘manual/non-manual‘ 
dichotomy for identifying those crucial differences in cir- 
cumstances among the bulk of the population which link 
with material interests and are likely to affect sociqolitical 
outlook.‘5 
Thedistinctionalsofibneatlywith theschemeofoccupational 
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classification now used in the Australian census. Under the Aus 
mlian Standard classification of Occupations, the 1079 distinct 
occupations which exist in the workforce are aggregated into 
various broader categories, and finally into eight major groups. 
These group are 
1) managers and administrators; 
2) professionals; 
3) para-professionals (who include nurses, police and techni- 
cal officers); 
4) clerks, 
. 5)  salespersons and personal service workers; 
6) tradespersons; 
7) plant and machine opera& and drivers; 
8) labourers and related workers. 
The most recent data on income dsaibution in Australian 
sociev reveals that the mean income ofworkers in the first three 
groups is higher than the overall mean income of the workforce, 
whde the figure for each of the other five groups is lowerJ4 These 
differences in pay reflect real and long standing differences in 
prestige and prospects, in that whereas mmt managers, admii- 
istrators, professionals and para-professionals 6ll ‘career’ posi- 
tions, mmt of the other workers are in ‘jobs’. This is not to say 
that the vocational position of these workers is synonymous with 
their class position, but occupation does provide a central indi- 
catorofhowpeoplearesituatedwithin thewide, dynamicpattem 
which class relations assume under capitalisn. In this text, in so 
far as the terms ‘middleclass’ and ‘workingdass’ are used te 
gether, the former refers to the careersections of the labour force, 
while thelatterreferstopeopleinroutinepbgirrespectiveoftheir 
collar colour or whether they are conventionally described as 
‘manual‘ or ‘non-manual‘. 
When evidence concerning the make-up of the Australian 
workforce since the War is examined, it becomes apparent that, 
at the same time as inequality has increased, the composition of 
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the working clas has signilicantly altered. Wage and salary earn- 
ers have expanded as a proportion of the adult population in the 
postwar period, but they have also become increasingly frag- 
mented along the lines of occupation, gender, ethniaty and age. 
Inequalities w’thin their ranks, and between them and welfare 
recipients, have been visibly multiplied, changing the character- 
istics of the worst-off and making it hard for the fundamental 
inequality which separates all of them from the capitalist class to 
be kept in clear focus. 
Whereas tradespeople, plant and machine operators, drivers 
and labourers made up more than half of the paid labour force 
in 1947, they represented not much more than a third in 1986, 
andinrecentyeashavebegun tofallinabsolutenumbersunder 
theimpact ofstructuralunemployment, broughtabout by global 
shifts in the distribution of capital. There have alwap been dif- 
ferences among these workers according to their identilied skill 
levels, and, for most of the postwar yeas, it has been those des- 
ignated as relatively skilled, that is, Angl&ltic men, who have 
been at the forefront of trade union leadership and who have 
therefore had their own particular priorities reflected in union 
wage strategies. 
The service industries, by contrast, have steadily grown in size 
since the War, absorbing much of the increase in women’s 
workforce participation. During the 1950s and 1960s there was 
always a significant minority of women, both married and un- 
married, in paid employment, but it was not until 1988 that a 
majority of adult females was first recorded as beiig present in 
the official labour At the same h e  women continue to 
carry out the great bulk of work in the home. Most working 
women have entered sales, pemnal service and clerical positions, 
which include work such as childcare which is widely seen as an 
extension ofwomen’s traditional domestic role. Altogether, these 
positions now amount to about onethird of all paid work. They 
often involve less pay and satisfiction than ‘mandjobs, and the 
prospects they once offered for career advancement have in- 
’ 
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creasingly been eroded. However, the physical separation of of- 
fice and factory employees, even when they are in the same 
workplace, together with the macho images traditionally associ- 
ated with trade unionism, have discouraged the acceptance of 
women as bona fide members of the working class. 
Another third of the workforce now consists of managers, 
administrators, professionals and para-professionals. Approxi- 
mately 40 per cent are in salaried positions such as teachers, 
nurses, socialworkers and technidofficers, and all of these have 
expanded Featly, as a proportion oftotal employment, since the 
War. These salaried professiotlals and para-professionals are in- 
creasingly often in stressful work situations, but they remain a 
relotiw~privileged section of theworkforce in the sense that they 
have more options than other employees. Rarely have they expe 
rienced the financialinsecuritywhich results from retrenchment 
or long-term unemployment Instead, industrial militancy on 
their part has typically occurred when their expectations of a 
career have been threatened. This fundamental difference in 
outlook has impeded the development of a sense of shared 
economic position between salaried professionals and other 
workers. In some areas, however, this is changing. Women who 
have entered the professions have found that their wages and 
career prospects are much worse than those which apply for men 
of equal or inferior ability. The dash between the hopes inspired 
by their education, and the disuimimation encountered in their 
employment, has, since the late 196Os, prompted many female 
professionals to unionise and to campaign for a range of indus- 
trial objectivesincluding equal pay, paid maternity leave and child- 
careJ61n the process these professions have formally cooperated, 
to a quite considerable extent, with other occupational groups. 
Another factor making for hgmentation in theworkforce has 
been the postwar immigration program. The millions ofmigrants 
from non-English speaking origins who came to Auswa in the 
decades after the Second World War have entered overwhelm- 
ing~intotheleastskilled,lavestpaidandmostdangerousmanual 
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jobs, sometimes at nearly twice the rate of people born in Aus 
tralia or in other Englishspeaking .countries. The refusal by 
successive governments to recognise non-British qualifications, 
and the absence of realistic opportunities to learn English, have 
ensured that these non-Anglophoneimmigxangrants remain stuckin 
the worstjobs, a distinct and especially exploited segment of the 
working dass. Most disadvantaged of all are the migrant women 
from non-English speaking countries, who, unlike women born 
in Australja or in AngloCeItic nations, are mostly employed in 
‘bluecollar’jobs, and often in small, non-unionked factories or 
as grossly Uriderpaid outworkers in the clothing hade.” 
Qass d d b e s  people’s position in the relations of produc- 
tion, but it is also a cultural formation, the existence of which 
critically depends on these people’s values and lifestyles. The 
fragmentation of the working dass goes beyond the evolution of 
differences in where and how wage and salaryeamers are em- 
ployed. Postwar educational expansion, for instance, and the rise 
ofadistinctiveyouth culture, havecreatedsignificant differences 
within the working das between the experiences and cultural 
aspirationsofdifferentag~ups.As~~cation hasalsoevolved 
between workers buying a home and those remaining in rental 
accommodation. The goal of paying off, and, in the process, 
improving, their own piece of property has shifted the personal 
horizons of many home-buying wage-earners away from 
workplaceconcerns, and the fiscal disciplinerequired topay their 
mortgage has tended to make them cautious about risking inter- 
ruptions to their income through industrial militancy. 
There has also been a geographical fragmentation of the 
working class. The ‘genirification’ of inneruty neighbourhoods 
haspushedlgsaffluentpeopleintoincreadnglyfarnungsubur~, 
which lack the services and support networks available in the old 
surroundings. In earlier decades, workers came into regular 
contact with each other as part of everyday community life, and 
the burden of financial hardship tended to be shared among 
them. In the new environment the relationships formed atwork 
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have tended to be kept quite separate from lifewithin the home, 
especially since the advent of television, which has made home 
life the more important. The mobility made possible by the m e  
tor car has reduced individuals' sense ofbelonging to alocal area 
and being close to ifs inhabitanfs. A rapid increase in the a d -  
abilityofhirepurchasehasgiveniwincomepeoplenewavenues 
for acquiring the goods which previously had been considerd 
out of theit reach. With the promotion of acquisitive values in 
the mass media, and the trend to greater geographical and v e  
cational mobility, the ownership of material possessions has 
tended to displace occupation as a visible and authoritative in- 
dicator of social status. Consumer commodities have also been 
cleverly marketed so as to console individual workers for the al- 
ienation they endure on the job, and so as to divert their 
discontents away from collective expression.'8 
3 
TO ADAPT 
How has the Labor Party copedwith these considerable changes? 
The ALP came into existence as a result of the widespread 
workingdasmobilisationachievedin themariijmestrikeofl890. 
In that conflict, m a h e  officers resolved to align themselveswith 
the striking shearers, miners and gasstokers from whom, until 
then, they had been SodaJly as well as physically separated. Anew 
awarenqs of the interests they had in common as wage-earners, 
againstthemastersofcapital,sus!ainedtheseandthemanyother 
workers who endured that indus@iaJ defeat, through their s u b  
sequent efforts to’kmsfer the class struggle into the arena of 
parliamentary politic^.'^ 
The ALP’S early successes challenged the ancient tenet that 
only refined, educated and propertied people could participate 
ingovernment, andforthehsthalfcenturyofitsexistence,Labor 
remained essentially a workingdas party. The great majority of 
itsmembersandsupportersweremalemanualwag~arnersand 
their families, living in close-knit and culturally homogeneous 
communities. Theirsupportfor Labor~lv~partlyasanatural 
extension of the d e  union loyalties they formed on the job, 
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and partly from the concern which the ALP shaved to redress 
bread-and-butterworkingclass grievances about unemployment, 
economic inequality and inadequate housing. The ALP’S devel- 
opmentasaparliamentaryforcedependedaboveallontheloyalty 
which it attracted from a core of wageearners who saw it as in- 
herently better disposed to their interests than the other parties. 
In the inner suburbs of the capital cities, solidarity and partici- 
pation were reinforced by ‘networks of cooperation between 
households’ and the existence of ‘a special sodal geography of 
workshop, home, church and meeting places for relaxation and 
organisation’. In turn, a strong hadition of union involvement, 
necessitated by relatively intransigent employers, pervaded eve 
ryday life among rural workemg 
The leadership of the Labor Party was probably always less 
proletarian than the membership as a whole, and ce- over 
time showed that it was prepared to pursue policies inimical to 
workingclass interests, but the Party’s essential ethoswas shaped 
by the predominance, among its members and supporters, of the 
manualworkerswhothenmadeupasizeablemajontyofthe paid 
labour force. This was reflected by the fact that, in the Labor 
governments elected during the Second World War, and in the 
immediate postwar years under Ben Chifley, nearly half the 
Ministers had previousiy worked as manual workers, while the 
next largest group had previously been routine whitecollar 
employees, in stark contrast to the predominantly commercial 
and professional backgrounds of Liberal parliamentarians.“ 
For people wh0-M ahvays associated the whole concept of a 
‘workingdass’ with the imdespeople andindushiallabourerswho 
had, in their experience, been its visible manifestations, the rapid 
expansion of the female, migrant and white-collar labour force, 
in the first decade following the War, proved quite traumatic This, 
togetherwiththegeographicalandculhualchanges,ledtoasense 
that the working class itselfwas disappearing, and the conserva- 
tive forces were keen to promote this interpretation. The Liberal 
Party under Menzies was shrewd enough to accept the essential 
features of the welfare state and also some of Keynes’ economic 
doctrines, thereby undercutting Labor’s expectation that party 
support would continue to polarise essentially along the lines of 
dass. 
Menzies’ inclusion of ‘skilled artisans’ and ‘salary-earners’ 
amongthe ‘foqottenpeople’whoheclaimedashisconstituency 
enabled him towin support from themany selfemployed trades 
peopleandclericalemployeeswhodidnotfeelpartofrhe culture 
of organised labour. The appeals which Menzies made to women 
in their capacity as ‘homemakers’ contrasted favourably with 
Labor politicians, whose rhetoric centred exclusively on the needs 
of the male ‘breadwinner’ and who failed to extend the concept 
of full employment beyond full maleemployment, so as to meet 
the aspirations for economic independence which were emerg- 
ing among considerable numbers of women. 
Many trade unions in the Menzies era continued to work ac- 
tively against women entering the workforce, and helped push 
thae who did enter into particularly unrewardingjobs. Until the 
radi&tion of female professionals began to take effect in the 
late 196Os, this failure by unions to recruit and properly repre 
sent women in their capaaty as workers, together with the en- 
duringculhual coIlservatism ofhbor’spoliticalleaders, ensured 
that the ALP’S support among women stood about 10 percent- 
age points lower than its support among men. The considerable 
electoraledgewhichhbor enjoyedover the consemtives among 
~ m ~ ~ o f t h e w o r ~ g ~ ~ t h e r e ~ n ~ e d . ~ b l y ,  
the ALP’S Mure to orientate itself towards yomen and their as- 
pirationswas the crucial reason for its 23year absence from Fed- 
eral office.= 
Another key reason was the labour movement’s deplorable 
treabnent of non-Anglophone migrants. On entering the tradi- 
tionallyunionisedindusbies, thgeworkersweregreetednotwith 
expressions of class solidarity from their cmmionists, but rather 
with ethnocentric selfshness. To persuade Australian-born 
workers to abandon their long standing hostility to immigration, 
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Iabor politicians openly encouraged them to use this as an op 
portunity to gain better positions for themselves. Union officials 
were keen to accept payment ofdues from migrant workers, but 
not to aiticise their segmentation as ‘factory fodder’ nor to en- 
courage them to overcome the language barriers which stood in 
the way of their active trade union participation. Few unions 
perceived the long-term threat to award conditions and union 
recruitment posed by the prevalence of migrant ‘outwork‘ on 
outrageously low piece rates, or thought to employ migrant of- 
ficials to organise and clean up these industries. The racist a i t e  
ria which governments used to judge non-British qualifications 
went unchallenged, and hundreds of thousands ofoverseasborn 
professionals and skilled tradespeople were therefore con- 
demned tobeing labelled, and paid, as ‘unskilled‘ or ‘semi-skilled‘ 
workers for the rest of their lives. 
The ALP exhibited a similar indifference in its failure to en- 
courage migrants onto the electoral rolls. In 1966, in the inner- 
Sydney municipality of Leichiiardt, only 15 per cent of Italian 
immigrants had taken out Australian citizenship and had there- 
fore become eligible to vote. In the late 1970s it was estimated 
that more than 400 OOO immigrants who had resided in Australia 
for more than three years were not on the rolls. Most of these 
were southern Europeans who, if they had been able to vote, 
would most likely have supported the ALF! By contrast, immi- 
grants from eastern Europe, who were much more likely to vote 
against Iabor, had avery high rate of electoral enrolment. In 1981, 
the rate of ciiizenship among Polish immigrants in Aushaliawas 
above 90 per cent, but among Mediterranean nationalities in 
some workingdass areas of Melbohe, it was only half this. 
The missed opportunities of the 1950s and 1960s were clearly 
revealed when some voter enrolment and education campaigns 
were eventually conducted in the 1970s, to be met with enthusi- 
asm by migrants and to be followed by appreciable increases in 
the ALP vote.s The decades of Labor insensitivity to the ethnic 
presence prwentedthePartyfmm extendingitssupportbeyond 
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male Australian-bornwageamen toembrace thenewelements 
of the working class, and because the old support base was no 
longer adequate for the Party towin elections, some ALP figures 
begantocan~ssthepossibilityofabandoninganyassodationwith 
the working class. Thus began the Party’s long-term drift away 
h m  a socialist analpis of society. 
In the mid-1950s an active member of Labor’s Right argued 
that the traditional working dass was in such terminal decline 
that Labor had to pitch its appeal to a socially diffuse audience. 
Within a few years a prominent intellectual assodated with the 
Party’s Left was simiily advocating that Labor should no longer 
appeal to ‘the workers’ as such, but to the inclinations for social 
justice of people in general.” However, in the growing tension 
between Iabor’s mditional conception of the working class and 
theP~’ssenseofneedingtospeakanav1an~e of conomic 
progressandsod harmonyinordertowinattheballotbox, the 
keyPartyddommakersinitiauyindinedtaVards aadition.They 
were reluctant to adapt so as to win more support among young 
voters, whose first impressions of t h e m  had been forged in the 
years oforganisational disarraywhich followed the Split (a bitter 
internal conflict over attitudes to communism which resulted in 
many Catholiabreakingawayl?om theLabor Party between 1955 
and 1957). The upwardlymobile graduates of the rapidly ex- 
panding higher education institutions were potential allies for 
Labor, and many of them resided in the marginal seats where the 
Party desperately needed to make headway However, the par- 
liamentaryleademwereambivalentaboutapproachingthesenew 
social groups, as can dearly be seen in the writings of Arthur 
Cahvell,whointhe~ly1960striedtodefineLa6or’sRdeinModen 
On the one hand, W e l l  was willing to accept that ‘our Soci- 
ety has changed considerably in the past two decades’; that ‘The 
people ... [have] new hopes, new tastes, new desires... [and that] 
the age of the “fluent society” ...poses a whole new range of 
problems for the Labor party‘. He agreed, too, that t h e w  ‘has 
w 
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to avoid the impression that it is the party of austerity and op 
posed to material prosperity and material pleasure.’ Yet on the 
other hand he denied that ‘our image as a workingclass party 
alienated the middleclass vote’ or that there would be any point 
in Labor trying to appeal to those whom he referred to &par- 
agingly as ‘social climbers and statusseeken’. Further, he de- 
dared, 
We regard many of the values of the sc-called ‘affluent se 
dety’ asshoddyandunacceptable. Weviewwith bewildermolt 
theexpendime ofvast sumson triviaand gimmicks... [and 
we deplore] the materialist outlook.. [which] is, saddest of 
all to say, quite marked among many of our younger pee 
pie.% 
AtaiimewhentheBntishLaburParty, under Harold Wilson, 
had successllly responded to thirteen years of conservative rule 
by expanding its support base to include teachers, students and 
other young professionak with prcgressive views; irrespective of 
social status, the ALP could not, in good conscience, bring itself 
to do so. The effect of this indecision was to strengthen the re- 
formist resolve of other elements in the Party. Later in the 196Os, 
Labor’s Victorian secretary, Cynl Wyndham, moved to put the 
ALP organisationally in touch with white-collar employees, and 
in this context he contemptuously & m i d  ‘References to “the 
workers”, the ”workingclassnand the’bderprideged” ... [as] just 
so much meaningles and sometimes offensive jargon in mod- 
em society’. Conservative political scientists were by this time 
busily promoting a myth that the long ascendancy of the anti- 
Labor parties was the result of a decline in old dass inequalities. 
They interpreted the changes which had occurred in the com- 
positionoftheunderpri~eged,andinthecharacteristicsofwage 
and salary-earners, not as a reason for Labor to update and 
broaden its conception of who made up the working dass , but 
rather as areason to abandon foolish, outdated notions that there 
was such a thing as a working dass at all.= 
This prspective was to a significant extent shared by the ris 
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ing group of tertiaryeducated professionals who were urging 
from within the Labor F‘arty for ‘modernisation’ and a transfor- 
mation of the Party’s social base. Their efforts came to a head 
after 1967, when Cough Whitlam became Federal Leader. For 
Whitlam,thewell-beingofALPvoterswasdeterminedlessbythe 
incomethqrreceivedasworkersthanbytheservicesthqrreceived 
as residents. The Party’s goal was no longer to make incomes more 
egalitarian but, instead, to@ve people greater @,fmtun.i& outside 
their working lives. Genedy, the changes to policy and organi- 
sation introduced in these years have been viewed as bringing 
immediate and lasting benefits. Whitlam has been credited with 
broadening Labor’s membership base and, in turn, its appeal, to 
the electody crucial ‘non-manual‘ sections of the labour force 
and also to the d e s  people assumed outside the workplace, as 
residents, consumers, and recipients of public services. 
There can be no doubt that under Whitlam t h e m  shook off 
its former indifference to women and adopted many of their 
political demands, and that in doing’s0 the Party was able, by the 
198Os, to eliminate finally its gender disadvantage in the elector- 
ate, and thus to lxgm winning elections with some regularity. 
Whitlam’s concern for the needs of migrants from non English- 
speakingbackgroundsalsomarkedamajorimpmvementonthe 
labour movement’s previous indifference, and was also of en- 
duringelectoralbenefit. The ALPgainedmajority support among 
non-Anglophone immigrants, and particularly among southern 
Europeans, in the early years of the Whitlam government and 
has retained this ever since. The government’s general idealism 
anditsspedficdecisiontolaverthevotingagei?om21 tol8also 
helped to bring large numbers of young voters into Labor’s 
constituency, and youth continue to prefer the ALP to the con- 
servative parties to this day.“ 
However, there were lasses as well as gains in Whitlam’s over- 
haul of the Party. Labor now tended to address the needs of 
women, of migrants, ofwhitecollar workers, of residents and of 
‘the poor’ as individual issues rather than as interconnected in- 
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stances of a general inequality, produced within the relations of 
production. Awareness of the ingrained economic divisions of 
capitalism was largely lost when Whitlam redefined inequality as 
merely a problem of unequal access to education and services. 
Asaresult,questionsaboutbasicdisparitiesofwealth andincome 
were pushed off the mainstream political agenda. Itwas easier to 
abandon the idea of being the Party of the working dass than it 
was to expose how, despite its diminishing transparency, dass 
structured inequality continued to exist 
Since then, Keynesian economics has been displaced by the 
promotionof‘&market’forces,andthepromotersnowindude 
nearly all the key bureaucratic advisers to the Federal govern- 
menLm In this new climate, Labor under Bob Hawke has moved 
to further conceal the reality of class divisions, and to do so has 
takenrefugeinarhetoricofpatriotisn. Hawke’speriod =Prime 
Minister has been founded on a proclamation that ‘the politics 
of division, the politics of confrontation - the deliberate setting 
ofAustralian against Aus tralian... have no part in the true Aus& 
ian way’.” 
F’ropmals for an official inquiry into wealth have therefore 
been rejected. The characterisation of Australia as a land of con- 
sensus has required that evidence to the contrary be kept away 
from political centre stage. 
4 
Haw has Lahr’s gradual departure from a working-clas identi- 
fication,andasocialistanal~ofsodety,affectedtheParty’savn 
social base? The existing literature gives only a vague picture of 
the socioeconomic changes which occurred in Iahr’ s  member- 
shipandconstituencyinthec~~cialWhitlameraofPartyreform, 
and what their long-term implications r d y  were. However, it is 
clear that the efforts to transform the Party made by Wyndham, 
the Victorian (and later National) ALP Secretary, were initially 
unsuccessfuL In the mid-l960s, several studies pointed to a con- 
tinuing predominance of manual workers among the ALP’S 
gras4-oo&membership. Labor’sladrofhospitalitytopeopleother 
than manual workers was widely identified as a cause of its elec- 
t~ralweaknes-~ 
By the late 197Os, however, another Victorian (and later Na- 
tional) ALP k e t a r y ,  Bob Hogg, could describe a party quite 
different from what it had been for his predecessor, Cyril 
Wyndham: apartywhm ‘pokyisverymuchdetermined by the 
articulate; by the educated; by the middle class’ and in which 
‘input from the work-place has been, and still is, progressively 
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d i m i i g ’ .  Indeed, the concern then was that Labor had lost 
touch with the ’views and aspirations’ of its workingclass sup 
In 1982, Professor LE Crisp took up this concern. Crisp, the 
biographer of W e y ,  and a lifelong Party member in several 
States, argued &om pednal obsemtion that the ALP had b e  
comedominatedbywhitand professional people, at both 
parliamentary and local branch leveL In Crisp’s eyes this was a 
‘tragedy’ which raised the prospect of Labor losing its electoral 
base to ‘another party or parties speaking bluecollar language 
and aspirations’. He presented data showing that manual work- 
ers had been thoroughly displaced by professionals in the Fed- 
eral Parliamentary Iabor Party since the Chifley em, to the point 
where the social backgrounds of ALP fiontbenchers were now 
much closer to those of their Liberal opponents. In this regard, 
the most recent evidence reveals that, among Iabor parliamen- 
tarians, there were as many manual workers as professionals in 
the 1940s, but mure fhun nine times as many professionals as 
manual workers in the 1980s. Crisp was doubtful, though, that 
there were historical records stil l  available to substantiate his 
perception that there had been a similarly disproportionate 
takeover oflocal ALP branches by people from the professions.“ 
In 1987, however, for the first time, hard evidence appeared 
confirming the extent of change in the characteristics of Iabor 
Party branch members. Ian Ward set out in his doctoral thesis to 
chart the change in the Labor Party’s sodal compaiition in Vic- 
toria, and to ascertain its effect on Party doctrine and ethos. His 
discovery ofsomemembershiprecords, and comparison of these 
with census data, showed that there was an hilux of profession- 
allytrained individuals to the Victorian ALP from the 1960s. In 
the early part of that decade, manual workers were represented 
in the Party above their proportion in the wider workforce, while 
sales, pemnal service and clerical workers were not greatly under- 
represented. By the 1980s, however, all these categories of em- 
ployees were notably under-represented, and particularly among 
porters?’ 
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active members and parliamentary candidates. 
By interviewing and surveying a sample of members, Ward 
found that the ‘middleclassing’ of Victorian Labor did not fa- 
vour either Left or Right within the Party, but it did alter the pre  
Miiingethm,andtosomedegreedid discouragetheinvolvement 
of manual workers.” Ward did not, however, seek to develop 
Crisp’s suggestion that the loss of direct input to the ALP from 
manual workers might erode the Party’s relevance to, and elec- 
toral following kom, these workers. This hypothesis will be ex- 
plored later in some detail. 
Since the appearance of Crisp’s essay, access to older member- 
ship sources has been enhanced considerably by the cataloguing 
of New South Wales ALP records under the (Bicentennial- 
funded) Archives of the Labour Movement project, and also by 
the lifting of restrictions on access to a National Library collec- 
tion of Victorian ALP records that date back to the decade be- 
fore the Split of the mid-1950s. Extensive research into these and 
other records previously hidden in the basement storerooms of 
party~ces,orino5~archivesco~ections, ha madeitpossible, 
for the b t  time, to piece together a clear picture of how Labor’s 
membershiphasalteredsincetheWar,acrossAustdiaasawhole, 
in both size and character. It is unlikely that the ALP’S member- 
shipfiguresperfectlyrecordtheextentofactualpin the 
Paxty. Nevertheless, they are our best available guide, and it is 
reasonable to assume that a major shift in the number and 
characteristics of the members signifies a similarly momentous 
movement in the number and characteristics of the active 
members.” 
The peak ofALP membership came in the decade following the 
Second World War, amid the euphoric aftermath of the defeat of 
Fascism. Across the Western world, working people had been in- 
spired by the Soviet Red Army’s role in the defeat of the Nazis, 
and felt determined to e m  the bitter legacy of the Depression. 
Awakened to the need for state intervention in order to achieve 
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pastwar economic reconstruction, they turned in unprecedented 
numbers to the Left, voting labour or social democratic govem- 
ments into office in the hope of creating a new world, free from 
war and exploitation. 
In Ausmlia the War years were also a time of unprecedented 
growth in trade union strength. The expansion of secondary 
industries helpedextmdunioncoverage tonearlyhalfofallwage 
earners,comparedwithlittlemore thanaquarterin theprevious 
decade; and the union movement continued to develop rapidly 
innumbers,cove~eandconfidenceintothe1950s.IneachS~~ 
the sizeable unions were all formally afliliated with the ALP, and 
in Western Australia the peak union council and the Labor Party 
were one and the same entity. The consolidation of unionism in 
the workforce thus considerably boasted the Party’s afiibted 
membership, aswell as creating the circumstancesin which many 
more workers became organised and thus became more likely to 
personally join a local ALP branch. 
However, the social conditions which had for many decades 
sustained a close nexus between hade unionism and ALP par- 
ticipation began to break d m  by the second half of the 195Os, 
and party and union structures proved slow to respond to the 
new demographic and industrial challenges. Rural employees, 
who had formed the core of the Ausdian Workers’ Union and 
of the ALP’S activists in country areas, were now drastically d e  
dininginnumber.Becausepeopleinthefastgrowingwhitecollar 
and profesiod sections of the labour force felt h a n d y  secure 
and often saw themselves as ‘middldas’, unions found it rela- 
tively hard to recruit them as members The organisations which 
did gain coverage of white-collar work eventually affiliated with 
the Australian Council of Trade Unions, but few have ever af- 
filiated to the ALP. 
Unions in the postwar period themselves became more bu- 
r e a u ~ c a n d l e s s r e s ~ ~ ~ t o ~ ~ c h a n g e s o c c u r r i n g w i t h i n  
their own rank and Me. In part this was became of the newly 
widespread arrangements for automatic payoll deduction of 
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union dues, and the resultant reduction in regular personal con- 
tactbetweenworkersandunionoffiaaldom. Inconsequence the 
ALP in turn became more remote from the modem workforce. 
The Party’s formal connections with wage and salary-eamers 
remained confined to the longstanding, mostly manual and male 
dominated organisations which were becoming steadily less 
representative of the working class as a whole. 
At the same time, the increases in community mobility were 
reducingthecentralplacewhichlocalunion and Party structures 
had previously occupied in people’slives. F’rivate leisure pursuits, 
as well as replacing the old routines of contact with neighboun, 
provided new and attractive alternatives to organising and at- 
tending meetings. In the suburban environment, daytoday is- 
suesintheworkplacebegantobeseenasseparatefirom therealm 
of politics. As early as 1950, ALP officials, concerned by these d e  
velopments, were urging unionists to ‘take greater interest in the 
political movement, as per the ALP’S origins’.” But, as the 1962 
decisiontoseparatethepeakunioncouncilofWesternAustralia 
from the ALP illustrated, the old assumption that people b e  
longed to a common political movement, as a natural extension 
of their position as workers and hade unionists, was fast reced- 
ing. S ice  the mid-l950s,the inability ofunions in the key growth 
areas of the economy to recruit members and to affiliate to the 
ALP has meant that thelabour movement’s formal structures have 
come to represent a steadiiy shrinking minority of employees. 
Affiliation arrangements have always varied between States, but 
the evidence suggests that, overall, in the mid-l950s, tabor’s af- 
filiates probably represented more than threequarters of all 
unionists in Ausb-alia, and about 40 per cent of all workers. Now, 
however, the affiliates amount to little more than half of all un- 
ionists, and no more than about 20 per cent of all workers.= 
Alongside this conation of its formally affiliated member- 
ship, the tabor Party’s individuolmembership has declined sub 
stantially firom its postwar peak. It is &cult to determine, and 
nobody has previously attempted to estimate, the precise level of 
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the Party's individual membership prior to the 198Os, because of 
the scarcity of surviving membership records, particularly in 
Victoria, where few branch tallies were kept during the 196Os, 
andforthesamereasonsin~~~d,where, in addition,many 
official documents went missing following Federal intervention 
in 1980. Reports of the Party's biennial Federal Conferences have 
often itemised the amount paid in dues by each State, and these 
are determined by the number of members in that State, but the 
reports do not distinguish between the payments which were 
made on the basis of affiliated trade union membem and those 
made on the basis ofindividual Party members, and they are thus 
of little help. Fragments of evidence gathered from the various 
States, when assembled, do nevertheless provide a coherent 
outiine of the main membership t x n d ~ .  
Figure 1 
The number of ALP Members and Voters, 1946-1990 
(excluding the ACT and Northern Territory) 
1946 1950 1954 1958 1962 1966 1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1996 
Year 
Source: ALP membership records and Omcial election sta~%tics. 
In the years for which clearat statistics are unavailable, it is 
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necessary to make an estimate which is consistent with all the 
available primary evidence. Sufliaent data has been uncovered 
in each of the States to make reliable national estimates at five 
year intervals from 1948 to 1988; though these figures stil l  need 
tobe treatedwith some caution. Figure 1 shows the membership 
estimates,andthenumberofLaborvotersateachFederalelection 
since the War. 
Whereas the number of ALP voters rase steadily, in line with 
the doublingofthe adultpopdation,Partymembership fell kom 
approximately 75 OOO to less than 45 OOO following the Split of 
the mid-l950s, and has never recovered to preSplit levels. As a 
result, a wide gap has opened up between the ALP'S member- 
ship and its electoral constituency. There was consistent mem- 
bershipgrowthinSouthAus~aandWesternAustraliathrough 
the 1950s and most of the 196Os, but this could not compensate 
for a continuing fal-off in New South Wales and Victoria In the 
late1960s,withtheadventofWhitlamasFederalLeader,theALP 
began to slowly rebuild its d, and continued to do so until 
1983, when the Hawke government was elected. But, five years 
later, numbers had slumped in all States but one, and member- 
ship overallwas at its lowest recordedlevel since the War in abso- 
lute terms, and by far the lowest relative to the number of Labor 
voters.Althoughreliablenationaltalliesarenotavailableformore 
recent years, it is certain that Labor's branch membership has 
fallen further since 1988. Whereas around one in every 33 Labor 
voters was a Party member in the late 19&, only one in every 65 
was in the late 196Os, and only one in every 96 was in the late 
1980s 
This sharp decline in the rate of Labor voters' participation in 
their Party has not been geographically uniform. We know, for 
instance, that the fall has been much more marked in non- 
metropolitan areas than in the capital cities, and that, in addition 
to the decline of the rural working class, this has been partly due 
to the loss of support from 'counhyminded', socially consem- 
the voters following the Split. Peter Hay has shown how Labor 
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Party membership in nonmempolitanVictonafellby 76percent 
between 1948 and 1978, compared with a fall of 33 per cent in 
Melbourne. New South Wales ALP records suggest that the 
membership decline them between 1948 and 1988 was about 37 
per cent in Sydney, compared with 70 per cent outside Sydney 
(although if1953 is chosen as the base year, the difFerence is less 
stark). The ALP’S once solid rural support in Queensland was 
also shattered by the Split, and this helped to sow the seeds for 
decades of Country partr ascendancy in that State.” 
The New South Wales branch membership figures are much 
more complete and continuous than other States, and therefore 
these have been chosen to determine whether, and if so when 
and to what extent, pastwar changes in ALP membership have 
also dif€ered geographically within Australia’s capital cities, b e  
tween les f luent  and more affluent areas. 
Membership figureswere transcribed fkom the annual returns 
forwarded by the several hundred Labor Party branches in met- 
ropolitan Sydney to New South Wales Head Office between 1952 
and 1978.Thesumtotalofthesereturnsisconsiderablyless than 
the actual membership of the Party in Sydney, because many 
branches,particularlyintheearlieryears, didnotsubmitreturns. 
However, there is no reason to doubt that these records give an 
accurate picture of the geographical distribution of the Party’s 
membership. More recent, computerised membership listings 
were also examined, and it was possible to transcribe complete 
branch tallies for the years 1983,1986 and 1988. Later, the mu- 
nicipality to which each branch belonged was identified, the 
branch figures were aggregated into their respective municipalr 
ties, and census datawere used to dassify the 88 municipalities of 
mempolitan Sydney, for each of the years in question, into two 
broadsocioeconomiccategoI.iesThereisnosingle,idealmeasure 
of socioeconomic status available to cover the entire period since 
1952, but there are two very accurate options, and by using these 
we avoid limiting the definition of ‘working class’ to manual 
employees. 
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Authoritative studies, conducted in separate decades, have 
established that the best indicator as to whether an area of Syd- 
neyisofhighorlowsocioeconomicstatusiswhether,amongld 
residents who are in the paid labour force, there is a high or low 
proportion of professional and managerial occupations - in 
other won%, a high proportion of people in career positions as 
opposed to routine jobs.” Statistics on the number of such occu- 
pations in each local government area were compiled at all cen- 
suses fiom 1966. prior to this, the proportion of residents in the 
paid labour force who were emplovcrs was adopted as the best 
availableindicator ofamuniapality’s sodoeconomic character.” 
Therefore, Sydney localities which at the 1954 or 1961 censuses 
had a below average proportion of employers among their resi- 
dent workforce, or which at the 1966 and suhequent censuses 
recorded a below average proportion of professional and 
managerial occupations were, for the purposes of this analysis, 
classified as areas of low socioeconomic s t a t u  or, in keepingwith 
their more customary characterisation, as ‘working class areas’. 
Conversely, those with above average proportions were classified 
as ‘middle class areas’. 
Due to residential relocation, several inner-city municipalities 
moved fiom the first to the second category during the 1960s and 
197Os, and there were a few borderline localities which moved in 
the other direction. In each case, census datawere utilised to pin- 
pointtheyearinwhichtheyuossedthedividinglinebetweenthe 
two dadications, and t h e m  membership figures were shifted 
into the appropriate category h m  then on. Defined in this way, 
the proportion of Sydney’s workforce living in working& areas 
was 67 percent at the 1954census, 64 percent in 1966 and 62 per 
centatthecensusof 1986. IfthegeographidltributionofLabor 
Party members mirrored that of Sydney residents generally, we 
would therefore expect to see the proportion o f m  members in 
working& areas decrease by about five percentage points, over 
the period, while the proportion in middle-clas areas would rise 
by a similar amount However, as F i e  2 shows, the shift in the 
relative importance of these areas was much more substantial. 
Figure 2 
The ALP’S Recorded Branch Membership in Sydney, 1952-1988 
Workingclass areas Middkclass areas 
Year 
Source:ALPbranch retll~~, 1952-1978; Head office branchmembenhip tallies, 
1985,lWand 1988. 
In 1978, the Labor Party’s recorded membership in working- 
class areas ofSydney stood at less than halfits 1952 levels, whereas 
in middle-ck areas over this period, numbers more than dou- 
bled. As a result, the Parly‘s membership became evenly dishib 
uted between both types of municipality. In 1983 and 1986 the 
recorded membership in working-class areas was up somewhat 
from the 1978 levels, although most likely this is simply a come 
quenceofthe 1980sfiguresbeiigmorecomplete. Inmiddlech 
areas it is evident that membership fell between 1978 and 1983, 
for the first time since the mid-1960s. In the latest year for which 
figures are available, 1988, participation in both types of locality 
was well d m  on what it had been two years earlier. 
The primary reason for the decline in the ALP’S urban mem- 
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bership since the War, then, is that the Party has lost much of the 
activesupportitusedtoreceivefrom peoplelivinginlowincome 
areas. O n  top of this long-standing weakness, the membership 
gainsmadeinmoreaffluentareassincetheearly 1970s havemore 
recentlybeenreversed.EVidently,inthecapitalcities,thepostwar 
transformation of the ALP has come about through two distinct 
processes,operatingintwodistinctpen~.Asteep,steadydedine 
in Party participation occurred, particularly among people in 
workingdasareas, during the 1950s and 196Os, and has not since 
been reversed, despite a modest, temporary recovery under the 
Whitlam government and perhap also in the early years of the 
Hawkegovernment Then,from theearly1970s,therewasaswift 
upsurge in ALP involvement by people from middle-class areas, 
which was probably h t  inspired by Whitlam's reform agenda 
but which continued into the 198Os, until it began to fall away 
once the Hawke government took office. 
To explain why workingdass participation in the fLP fell so 
sharply after 1954itmustbeemphasised thatmany Catholics from 
lower socioeconomic group left the Party in the Splitw However, 
membership decline continued throughout the next fifteen yean 
and particularly in innercity suburbs such as Redfern in Sydney, 
andhbotsford in Melbourne. According to their official returns, 
branchesinRedfemamountedto 714membersin 1953butonly 
316 in 1970. The inner Melbourne branch OfAbbotsford num- 
bered 429 members in 1948 but only 81 in 1961, according to 
membership lists held in the National Library. The difficulties of 
maintaining participation do appear to have been aggravated, 
then, by the breaking up of the old innercity working-class 
communities, and by the failure of Labor Party branches in such 
areas to welcome the workingdass migrants from non English- 
speaking backgrounds who were steadily moving in." Yet par- 
ticipation also fell in the low-income areas which were 
demographicaJlystableandwhich,in termsofethnicity, remained 
quite homogeneous. Itwas in the mid-l950s, too, that trade union 
strength entered its long decline and that Communist Party par- 
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ticipation, particularly among manual workers, collapsed. In the 
wake of the Soviet invasion of Hungary and Kruschev’s denun- 
ciation of Stalin, CPA membership fell to 5 500, compared with 
its peakof 24 OOO in 1944.‘ 
These trends reflect the ideological defensivenes of the Left 
in the 195Os, and the great uncertainty as to what the Labor Party 
then stood for. By the end of that decade, conservative social 
theorists confidently claimed that social dass no longer carried 
anypoliticalimplications, becausean ‘end ofideology’ had come 
about among formerly militant industrial workers owing to a rise 
in affluence. Some commentatorson the Left have also embraced 
this analysis in their attempts to explain workingdas inactiviv 
in the 1950s in terms of ‘apathy’ stemming from increased lei- 
sure. In doing so, however, they have overlooked considerable 
empirical evidence that feelings of alienation continued to per- 
colate beneath the surface of the Western working class’ appar- 
ent apathye 
Itseemsleslikelythatlawincomepeopleceased tocareabout 
economic inequality than that they found it harder to idenq,  
and no longer felt confident of their own power to alter it through 
political action. While the rise in average living standards, the 
restructuring of local communities and the subtle ideological 
campaignsconducted byconservdtivesin the 1950smayexplain 
the early f&fF in political mobilisation, the failure of the or- 
ganised labour movement to adapt to those changes and to 
countemt those campaigns must also, and in its own right, be 
acknowledged as a principal factor in the continuation of the 
trend. Oncedemocraticsocialistpartiesassent tothedetachment 
of politics from the dass relations of the workplace, they concede 
one of the cenhal ideological planks of liberal demoaacy and 
capitalist production relations, which is a sharp demarcation 
between the (limited) rights which mast people are granted in 
the political sphere, and the subordinate position which they are 
obliged to cccupy in the economic sphere.” ALP and hade un- 
ion structures could well have been adapted to generate new 
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forms and styles of political mobilisation in the suburbs, as the 
separation of work f h m  home represented not so much an in- 
surmountable barrier to radical political conxiousness as a chal- 
lenge to traditional modes of oTganisation. But it was simpler to 
go along with the prevailing ideological interpretations. 
To further explain changes in ALP membership size, it is neces- 
sary to consider a range of additional evidence concerning 
changes in the membership's churuda While the trends in the 
social geography of Labor's membership help to pinpoint the 
chronology of the Party's changing composition, they do not 
convey its full extent Evidence concerning the occupations or 
activities of New South Wales ALP members in 1961 and 1981, 
gathered from samples of membership tickets in those years, 
indicates that the residents of workingclass suburbs who nowa- 
days become party members are less typical of their areas than 
they once were. That the loss of input kom manual and routine 
white-collar employees is in fact more extensive than Figure 2 
suggests, can be seen in Table 1, which sets out the occupations 
of ALP members, and thcm of adults generally in New South 
Wales, for the census years 1961 and 1981." 
Table 1 
Occupations or Activities of ALP Members, and Adults Gener- 
ally, in New South Wales, 1961 and 1981 (% of total) 
ALP Members Adults Generally 
1961 1981 1961 1981 
Managers and 
Administrators 5 6 8 6 
Professionals and 
F'ara-Professionals 9 24 7 10 
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Clerks, salespersons, and 
Personal senice Workers 9 9 14 20 
Tradespemns 23 10 12 10 
opelators,Drivm , 
Unemployed 0 2 2 3 
Plant and Machine 
and Labourers 23 11 16 14 
Students 1 4 3 5 
Retired 9 20 12 9 
Unpaid Domestic 
Workers 21 14 26 23 
Total 100 100 100 100 
/ 
The data in the first two columns of the table indicate that in 
this twentyyear period, manual workers halved as a proponion 
oftheNewSouth WalesALP;thepmportionofprofesionaLand 
pan-professionals nearly hipled; and participation by tertiary 
students almost quadrupled. Contrary to the common miscon- 
ception that changes in the composition of the Labor F%ty sim- 
ply reflect changes in the community, it is critical to observe, by 
comparing the trend in the first two columns with the trend in 
the third and fourth columns, that the Party membership changes 
fmarceadad the occupational shifts in the State’s population; and 
thatpartidpation in thePartybydencal,salesandpnalsenice 
employees stayed static between 1961 and 1981 whereas these 
groups expanded greatly in the general population. 
Table 2 shows that a similar kind of transformation occurred 
after1961 inthevictorianm, buttoamoredramaticdegreein 
the case of manual workers, who in the year of the most recent 
census (1986) amountedtoo~13percentofaLlALPmembers 
in the State, compared to 45 per cent in 1961. 
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Table 2 
Occupations or Activities of ALP Members, and Adults Gener- 
ally, in Victoria, 1961 and 1986 (96 of total) 
ALPMembers AdultsGenw 
1961 1986 1961 1986 
Managersand 
Adminislrators 9 5 8 
professionals and 
Para-Professionals 10 28 7 
Clerks, salespersons, and 
Personal Service Workers 8 9 14 
Tradespersons 21 6 12 
Plant and Machine 
Operators, Drivers 
and Iabourers 24 7 16 
Unemployed 0 7 3 
Students 1 8 4 
Retired 10 16 10 
Unpaid Domestic 
Workers 17 14 26 
7 
11 
18 
9 
14 
5 
6 
8 
22 
Total 100 100 100 100 
It is possible that the changes evident in the chamcte&ics of 
Victmkn ALP members by 1986 may well have been equally evi- 
dentinNew South Waleswereitpossible toexaminePartyrecords 
there from that  yea^ 
In the course of this research, details of trade union member- 
ship were also aanscribed from members’ tickets, and these r e  
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vealed that, in 1986, among the many retired people in the Vic- 
torianALP,alargenumk, andquiteafewin OtherStatebranches 
too, had maintained membershipoftheirunion, which probably 
means that many of them wad to Le manual workers. If so, the 
disproporfionately low number of ALP members who were still 
employed in a trade, or as plant and machine operators, drivers 
and labourers, indicates that the Party has been particularly un- 
able toamactparticipation from theymnppeopleinthesejobs. 
No data is adable  on the characteristics of ALP members as 
a whole, other than New South Wales and Victoria, prior to the 
19%, but Table 3 summakes the occupations or activities of 
Labor Party participants in the other States in 1986PS 
Table 3 
Occupations or Activities of ALP Members, and Adults Gener- 
ally, in the Other States, 1986 (% of total) 
ALF'Members Adults 
Generally 
Managers and Administrators 5 7 
Professionals and ParaProfessionals 24 10 
Clerks, Salespersons, and 
Personal Senice Workers 9 15 
Tradespersons 9 10 
Plant and Machine Operators, 
Drivers and Labourers 10 14 
Unemployed 3 7 
Students 
Relired 
8 5 
21 9 
Unpaid Domestic Workers 11 23 
Total 100 100 
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Figure 3 
Selected Occupations of PeopleJoiniig the Tasmanian ALP and 
Tasmanian Adults Generally 
Number 
120 I 
Source: cetuars publications 
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The situation varied somewhat behveen States but overall it is 
clear that professionals and para-professionals were represented 
well a h e ,  and sales and clerical employees were represented 
well below, their proportions in the general population. Manual 
workers, and particularlythwwithout hadequalifications,were 
also under-represented. There is no reawn to doubt that the 
membership of t h e m  in each of these States, like Victoria and 
New South Wales, used to feam a much higher proportion of 
manual, and probably also clerical, workers than it does today. 
The only comprehensive evidence concerning the occupa- 
tions ofALF' members which survives &om census years prior to 
1961 comes &om Tasmania, and is confined to new members. 
Despite its limits this material is useful in a number of ways, not 
least because it helps to confirm exactly whm the Labor Party 
began to attract few manual workers as members, and became, 
instead, disproportionately attractive to professionals and para- 
professionals. In Figure 3, one census year has been selected for 
each decade, and the number of people in particular occupa- 
tions who joined the Tasmanian ALP, in each of these years, is 
iuus~~,~isthenumberofTasmanianadultsgenerallyinthese 
Although they dedined as a proportion of all new members, 
there was no significant change in the n u d o f  manual workers 
enteringtheTasmanianALPbetween 1947and1961.Theird1-a- 
maticreduction firstbecameapparentin 1971,whenonlyhalfas 
many joined, and they were under-represented to a simiilarly se- 
vere extent in the 1981 intake. It was also in 1971 that the entry 
of professionals and para-professionals to the P a q  moved well 
out of proportion to their numerical importance in the general 
population. Apart from a brief rise in the number of clerks join- 
ing the ALP in 1954, sales, personal service and clerical employ- 
ees were consistently, and increasingly, under-represented over 
The Tasmanian trends, together with the Sydney evidence, 
suggest that although the Labor Party may have last much of its 
OCCUpatiOllS. 
thisperid 
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membership in working&s areas during the 1950s and 196Os, 
i$ residual membership did not begin to take on a decidedly 
'middle-dad character until the Widam era of the late 1960s. 
This interpretation is further reinforced by data concerning the 
characteristics of the people whojoined the Victorian ALP from 
1967to 1969. Profesionalsandpara-pmf&onalsdominatedthe 
intake of new Party members in that State, to an unprecedented 
and steadily increasing extent, from the moment that Gough 
Whitlam assumed the Federal ALP leadership and began chang- 
ing the Party's public face. By 1971, this new influx had already 
significantly ~teredthesocialcompositionofthevicto~ ALP." 
What do the records indicate about the other characteristics 
of labor Party members? Gender details were included in the 
samples, and non AngloCeltic surnames were also recorded in 
order to gain some sense of how the ALP'S ethnic composition 
haschanged.Dateofbirthdetailswereonlypresentinone ofthe 
years, however, so it was not possible to quanhQ changes in the 
ALP'S age profile. Table 4 sets out the proportion of women in 
the ALP in the miow States and years. 
Table 4: 
Women in the ALP as a Proportion of All Members 
State Year % 
New South Wales 
New South Wales 
Victoria 
Victoria 
Queensland 
Western Australia 
South Australia@ 
Tasmania 
1961, 
1981 
1961 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
26 
31 
20 
40 
37 
31 
37 
39 
Evidently, at the same time as the ALP became more 'middle- 
dass' it ais0 became less maledominated The female presence 
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increasednoticeablyin theNewSouthWalesALPbetween 1961 
and 1981, and doubled in Victoria between 1961 and 1986. At 
the same time, the quality of women's involvement improved 
considerably. Their former, essentially auxiliary functionswithin 
the Party were replaced with many new opportunities for genu- 
ineparticipation. Much remains tobe done, however,before these 
modest improvements at grassroots levels translate into an ad- 
equate quota of women in parliamentary caucuses and senior 
P a q  positions. 
It is interesting to note that there is no necessary correspond- 
ence between high proportions ofwomen in the ALP nowadays 
and low proportions of manual workers. In 1986, for instance, 
Queensland and Tasmania had a significantly laqer proportion 
of people in routine jobs among their members than Western 
Australia, yet also had a significantly better gender balance. For 
the presence ofwomen in the ALP to expand to the same extent 
as their numerical importance among Labor voters, there will 
needtobemanymorerecruitsfrom theranksofunpaiddometic 
Iabourandkom thesales,pe~~seniceanddericaljobswhere 
the female labour force generally tends to be concentrated In 
the 1980s,likethemalemembers,womenintheALPweredrawn 
disproportionately &om the professions 
As for ethnic composition, there are signs that there has been 
a significant increax in the number of ALF' members from non- 
English speaking backgrounds. In 1961, only 7 per cent of the 
NewSouthWalesALPmemberssampled,and lopercentofthe 
Victorians, hadrecognisablynon AngloCeltic surnames. In 1981 
the New South Wales figure was 14 per cent, while in Victoria, in 
1986,itwasupto22percentAgain, however, thiiislessspectacu- 
lar achange than has occurred in the electorate at large since the 
early 197oS, and again this reflects the limited occupational 
sources of the new recruits. Few of the ALP members kom non- 
English speaking backgroundswere drawn from the manualjobs 
where m i p t  men and women are most likely to be found. As 
withwomen, the increased number of non-Anglophone migrants 
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in the ALP’S branches has not yet been satisfactorily reflected in 
the Party‘s higher reaches. 
On the assumption that the proportion of manual workers in 
the ALP prior to 1961 fluctuated much in line with the averall 
membershiptrendsinworkingdasareasofSydney,andthatthe 
participation of professionals and paraprofessionals moved a p  
proximately in accordance with the membership trends in mid- 
dleclass areas of Sydney, the surviving ALP records and census 
data suggest that, in round f ipes ,  roughly one in 40 manual 
workerswasanALPmemberinthelate19&, butonlyonein90 
wasintheearly1960sandonlyoneinevery275wasinthe 1980s. 
As for p r o f ~ o ~ a n d p f ~ o ~ , a s ~ y a s o n e i n ~ ~  
25wasintheALPin thept-Waryem.Thisfell, however, tojust 
one in every 180 in the early to mid-I960s, but thereafter recov- 
eredsomewhat, andstoodataroundoneinevery80inthe 1980s. 
There is no means for reliably estimating the rate at which sales, 
personal service and clerical employees participated in the late 
194Os, butin theearlytomid-1960stherewasapproximatelyone 
ALP member in these occupations for every 235 in the adult 
population, while during the 1980s they participated at the 
considerably lower rate of one in every 490. 
Inthehighmembershiperaofthe1940sandearly1950s,then, 
professionals and para-professionals, though they were then few 
in number, were no less likely, indeed were more likely, to join 
j the ALP than were manual workers. In the early to mid-l960s, 
however, a manual worker was more likely to be an ALP member 
than someone in aprofessional or para-professional occupation, 
whointurnwassomewhatmorelikelytoparticipatethanaperson 
from the poorly unionised sections of the working class, the 
clerical, sales and personal service employees. The very low 
membeIshiplevelsoftheearlytomid-l960sprobablycameabout, 
then, notjust because of the sharp decline in participation which 
occurred in workingdass areas from the early 195Os, but also 
because Labor couldn’t amact those in the fast expanding ‘ca- 
reer’ positions at the same rate as it had been able to in the im- 
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mediatepostwaryeamThefewpeoplewhoremainedintheALP 
by the 1960s were heavily dram from the ranks of tradespeople, 
plant and machine operators, drivers and labourers. Recognition 
that this was too narrow a social base underpinned the efforts of 
the Whitlamite reformers of the late 196Os, who pushed for the 
ALP to again be a ‘mass’ organisation, arguing that 
A partywhich seeks to change society through gaining par- 
liamentary power requires a large and r@emtdiue mem- 
bership. Only in this way can Labor fashion and 
communicate its policies to win acceptance by the elector- 
ate.“ 
Undoubtedly, the introduction of a greater role for ordinary 
branchmembelsinpolicy-makingandpre-selections,andmoves 
towards a more coherent national sbucture for the Party, con- 
tributed to membership growth in the fifteen years following 
Whitlam’s accession to the leadership. Since then, however, 
Labor’smembershiphas againbecomevery narrowly based, and 
is in fact less representative of its constituency than ever before. 
Several official inquiries conducted within the Party show that 
the membership slump since 1983 has occurred largely because 
Labor in office has embraced polides which run counter to the 
Party’s platform, thereby reversing the demmiisation moves of 
the early 197Os, and making the members feel quite powerless. 
In 1988, nearly 40 per cent of the ALP rank and lile in Victoria 
who did notwish to renew their membership, and more than 50 
per cent of those in Tasmania, indicated that their dedsion r e  
sulted kom actions of the Federal governmentw Some people 
claim that Party membership im’tubb falls when Labor is in of 
fice, due to the difficulty of turning idealistic policies adopted in 
opposition into ‘realistic’ programs of government action. A 
glance at the trend ofParty membership under previous postwar 
Labor governments indicates that thin is a mystifcation. From 
Figures1 and2itisclearthatovedALPmembershipwasonthe 
rise under both the Chifley and the Whitlam administrations. 
Eviden*, then, it is not being in government which determines 
whether the Party will win or lose active support, but rather the 
policy stance which specific governments take, and how this re  
lam to the vim of Party members and supporters. 
One of the reasons given by current Cabinet Ministers for 
ignoring or undermining ALP policies is that the Party’s mem- 
bers are unrepresentative of the concerns of Labor ~0ters.S~ 
However, thegovemment’sconthuedembraceofpolicieswhich 
go against the views of most active Labor supporten has caused 
the Party to become even more unrepresentative, by prompting 
many ALP members towithdraw and many Labor voters, from a 
variety of social backgrounds, not to see any practical point in 
joining. The present aisis in morale is quite unprecedented in 
its extent. After the tragedy of having to wait so long for a sus 
tained period of national government, Labor’s supporters now 
experience the bigger tragedy offeeling unable toreally improve 
society through being in government. The fact that the alterna- 
tive to Labor would undoubtedly be far worse does nothing to 
justify the government’s position, nor to reverse the spiralling 
dedine of the Par& 
The ALP’S membership today is unrepresentative in a quite dif- 
ferentsensethanintheearly 1960s.Nowitisthemorepnvileged 
sections of the workforce who are disproportionately present. A 
professional is currently more than three times as likely as a 
manual worker, and five times more likely than a salespetson, 
personal service employee or clerk, to participate at the ALP’S 
most basic levels. To comprehend why this change has occurred, 
why participation in the Labor Party by people in weer  posi- 
tions fell following the post-War years and later rose, and why, 
simultaneously, the involvement of workers in routine jobs has 
declined so steadily, we need to look more carefully at the s e  
aoeconomic implications of the Party reforms of the late 1960s. 
In his otherwise very sympathetic biography, Graham 
Freudenberg notes an ‘unresolved contradiction’ in Gough 
Whitlam’s approach, in that ‘the equality which Whitlam envis- 
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ages involves the existence of an elite, either the elected elite of 
Parliament or the appointed elite of the bureaucracy’ to actuaUy 
bring about social change. The troublewith this approach is that 
it tends to discourage input from the actual victims of inequality. * 
According to Susan Kennedy, in today‘s political environment, 
‘lowincome earners suffer a lack of self-esteem and don’t feel 
confident enough to say what their problems are’. There is con- 
siderable litemture to support her suggestion that different oc- 
cupationsandsodal~o~dsfosterfundamentay.erent 
approaches to politics. Barry Hindess, for instance, has argued 
that ‘A feeling of personal Security ... underlies the basic political 
orientations’ of professional people and enables them to focus 
on ‘general principl es... broad policy outlines as the sort of thing 
that politics is and ought to be‘. Whereas the concrete details of 
financial insecurity and injustice which they themselves experi- 
ence are the essence of politics for manual workers, for tertiary 
educatedpeople,who have rarely had harsh personal experience 
ofdassinequaliey,thesetendtobeseenasmeredetails,belonging 
to the sphere of administration rather than policy. The profes- 
sionals and pan-professionals who make up one of the more 
privileged sections of the contemporary labour force have 
succeeeded in redefining Left politics to reflect their own inter- 
ests, and in a way which marginalises the more ‘boring’, bread- 
and-butter concerns of the less privileged. The language of 
contemporary politics, the centralised, bureaucratic character 
of decisionmaking, the reliance on experts, and the emphasis 
on professional admiitration are entirely consistent with their 
own approach.* 
Formand, sales, personal senice and dericalworkers on the 
other hand, and particularly for non-Anglophone migrants in 
these jobs, there is usually little opportunity to develop commu- 
nication and organisational skills and to assemble information 
so as to articulate effectively the concerns which arise out of their 
experiences. While it is of course possible for people from privi- 
leged backgrounds to researdl the needs of the less well-off and 
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to enact policies which address these needs, unprivileged people 
themselves are the ones best equipped to know their own needs 
and convey them to others. Among political activists, it is usually . the people from workingclass backgrounds who feel most 
smongly about inequality, and it is usually also they who are the 
most persistent in hying to do something about it. 
Thechangingchmcterofhbor Partymembershipsincethe 
War corresponds with changes in the ascendancy of these two 
different approaches to politics In the postwar yeam, action by 
the Chifley govemment on the bread-and-butter issues of em- 
ployment and income inequality was encased within a general 
vision of s d  reconstruction, and both manual workers and 
professionals felt that they had an active part to play. By the early 
1960s the ALP had ceased to offer a clear vision of an alternative 
society, and seemed somewhat les  committed than before to 
improving the specific grievances of the working class. Accord- 
ingly, active support for the party had declined, a c m  the com- 
munity Therevi~ofLaborPartyparticipationlaterin thedecade 
relied heavily on an influx of young professionals and tertiary 
students, many ofwhom had marched, togetherwith older, blue 
collar unionists, against the Vietnam War. While some of these 
new participants were from working& backgrounds, the ma- 
jority evidently were not? They were amcted to the ALP les by 
a desire to attack the causes of class inequality than by an interest 
in implementing the policy ideals of the new d movements 
for feminism, peace and the environment. Some, notably 
schoolteachers, may also have been politicised around workplace 
issues, but their participation in the ALF', like their growing e& 
fectiveness in the union movement, depended on their being 
better versed in the discourse of political debate than those who 
had not undertaken professional training. Like others from the 
professions, they rarely saw themselves asbeiig in the same social 
class as tradespeople or labourers, nor did they share the same 
outlook as shop assistants or clerks. 
Many of the people who entered the ALP from the late 196Os, 
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and many more who have similar activist backgrounds and hold 
similarly secure career positions, continue to participate at all 
levels of the party today, even though some have been frustrated 
by the Hawke government’s failure to adhere to Party policies 
and philosophies. They are stiU there because they are less funda- 
mentally alienated from the way the system works than are those 
in routine jobs, among whom, and particularly among the 
younger ones, there is now widespread acceptance of the d e  
bilitating notion that politics is a career pursuit for suitably 
qualified people, and something quite separate &om their own 
everyday lives. Labor’s great achievement last century in over- 
turning the old, elitist attitude that ‘common’ people have no 
placeingovernmenthasbeensadlycompromisedbytheprogress, 
in recentdecades, of this doctrine that ‘ordinary’ people have no 
real political role. The trade union movement is hcing a p a d e l  
erosion ofgrassroots participation, in that the processes enabling 
mnhund-@workers to become senior officials have broken down 
in many major unions and peak councils. 
What are the real implications of the shifts in Labor Party 
membership? It could be argued that the loss of workingclass 
participation in the branches is not really a caw for concern, 
and that calls for Labor to be more working&s are backward- 
looking in that they seek to erase the organktional and policy 
reforms of recent decades and return to the maledominated, 
monocultural party of the early to mid-1960s. It could also be 
argued, by the more pragmatically inclined, that adverhing, 
opinion polling, and direct mailing keep the Party elites in touch 
with the voters and make the old functions of local branches 
largely obsolete. The first argument, however, overlooks the sig- 
nificantfactthatinthe 1940s,whichwastheALP’smosteffective 
periodin te~ofactuallyimplementinglabourmovementpoli- 
des, t h e w  had amore broadly-based membership,with much 
higher levelsofworkingdasspartidpation. More importantly, the 
argument fails to recognise that to be aworkingdass Party today 
Labor must in fact become much lesc maledominated, by r e  
auiting~mthesales,personalserviceanddericalfieldsinwhich 
women predominantly work and much mure multicultlllal, by 
involving many more migrants from non-English speaking 
backgrounds who work in blue-collar jobs. 
Pragmatistscan hardly deny that t h e m  is now deeply in debt, 
and increasingly dependent on business donations, as a result of 
its membership base beiig so narrw, nor that this creates a 
danger that the Party will become even more beholden to capi- 
tal, and less in touch with the concerns of its electoral base. To 
test the notion that new electioneering techniques can achieve 
success at the ballot-box in the prolonged absence of a healthy 
grassroots membership, it is necessary to review the changing 
pattern of electoral support since the Second World War, and 
asses what is perhaps the mwt serious of all the implications to 
flow fkom the shifts in party membership, which is the ramifica- 
tions they have for Iabor’s voting base. 
5 
IMPLICATIONS 
FOR LABOR’S 
ELECTORATE 
O n  the surface, the constriction of Labor party membership to 
the more privileged sections of society is consistent with the 
widespread belief that the class basis ofvoting has declined since 
the Second World War. However, this conventional wisdom 
concerning postwar electoral patterns is now open to serious 
question. 
In 1978 David Kemp presented public opinion poll evidence 
to the effect that manual workers’ propensity to vote Labor had 
become sharply and steadily weaker since the 1940s. From these 
trends he argued that, by the 198oS, manual workerswould be no 
more likely to vote ALP than people in other occupations. Don 
Aitkin, in 1982, endorsed the thrust of Kemp’s argument, al- 
though his own research dated only ftom 1967, and his inter- 
pretation that there had been a decline in the electoral salience 
of social class between then and 1979 was based, not on any evi- 
dence that there had been a fall in manual workers’ support for 
Labor (on the con-, his surveys showed that there had been 
a rise), but on the fact that Labor support had increased among 
whitecollar workersyL 
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TheinfluenceofKempandAi~sar~mentscanbeseenin 
the way journalists nowadays, when trying to explain electoral 
volaaty, emphasis people’s position as consumers rather than 
producerS. Thus we read of swings occurring in the ‘mortgage 
belt’, rather than in ‘workingclass’ ares. Indeed, Kemp’s influ- 
ence has even extended into official ALP quartes. For instance, 
a discussion paper on electoral strategies produced by Labor’s 
National Committee of Inquiry in 1978 uncritically accepted his 
findings, asserting that ‘There has been a slow but steady decline 
in the proportion ofblue-collarworhvotingfor themsince, 
at least, the Second World War’.% The ALP’S political direction 
in the 1980~ was shaped by this and the related belief that, towin 
office, the Party had to concentrate its energies on meeting the 
concerns of ‘middle-class’ voters in marginal seats. 
However, in other quarters Kemp’s figures, and therefore the 
strategic implications of his argument, have been queried. Bob 
Connell and Murray Goot have presented alternative public 
opinion poll evidence which shows that Labor support among 
manual workers has ebbed and flowed much more than the 
picture of continuous decline which Kemp presents. EL. Jones 
and Ian McAUister, in a more recent and technically more rigor- 
ousanalysisofsimilardatatothatused by Kemphavefound, after 
eliminating Mlious methodological defects involved in his usage 
of the data, that the ALP attracted just as high a proportion of 
votes from manual workersin the early 1980s as it had in the late 
1940s,andthattheelectoralgapbe~~nmanualandwhit~ollar 
employees was no narrower in the mid-1960s than it was in the 
immdi te  poshvaryem, though it did dose marginaUy after the 
1960s for the reasons that Aitkin advanced: a rise in Labor sup 
port among non-manual workers.% 
All these surveys involve asking individuals how they vote, and 
then relating their w e n  to arange ofindividdcharxteristics 
such as occupation, age and gender. A general criticism which 
can be made of them is that, willingly or otherwise, they equate 
the popular distinction between manual and non-manual occu- 
., 
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pations with a distinction between social classes. As we have seen, 
in theuincomes,prospectsandpatte~ofpolitical participation, 
people in routine whitecollar jobs are now much closer to 
‘manual‘ workers than they are to the career sections of the la- 
bour force. It is difficult, then, to sustain an argument that an 
aggregate rise in the Labor vote among whitecollar workers 
amounts madedinein theelectoml importanceofclass,without 
distinguishing the less privileged whitecollar positions from the 
more privileged. And when Aitkin’s evidence on voting patterns 
is disaggregated into more specific occupational groups, it 
emergesthat,amidstthewhitecollarlabourforce,itistheclerks, 
shop assistants and salaried professionals, rather than the ac- 
countants, doctors andlawyers, who have become more likely to 
~oteALP.~’Therefore, ifwebelievethat theessential classdivision 
in Australian society lies not between those who supposedlywork 
with their hands and those who work with their minds, but b e  
tween, on the one hand, those who cannot derive significant in- 
come except by selling their labour for a wage or salary and, on 
the other, those who derive significant income elsewhere, then 
Aitkin‘s data can be cited as evidence not of a dedine but of an 
imamin the impact which people’s class position has upon the 
way they vote. What has actually happened since the War is that 
the most unambiguouslyworking-cb sections of the whiwollar 
labour force, including the many women who have entered paid 
work, have become increasingly prohbor. Far from weakening 
in its electoral importance, then, class has become more potent. 
The Kemp thesis has been questioned by James Jupp on fur- 
ther grounds: namely that it conflicts with the obvious pattern 
whereby the socioeconomic status of a geographical electorate 
continuestobetheessentialdeterminantofitspoliticalallegiance; 
with solid workingclass seats being safe for Labor, and f luent  
seats safe for the Liberals.” To assess, from a new angle, how the 
dass basis of voting has in fact altered since the War, and also to 
haveaframeworkforcomparingchangesin branchmembenhip 
with changes in the Party’s electoral support in this period, Jupp’s 
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criticism has been tested in some detail. Aclose study of the elec- 
toral redistributions conducted since the War revealed that in all 
electionsmost seas in Sydney were wholly based on either work- 
ingdassmuniapalitiesormiddleclass municipalities (as defined 
above). Figure 4 shows the actual strength of the Labor vote, at 
each House of Representatives election from 1949, in these 
electorates. 
Figure 4 
The Labor Vote in Sydney, 1949-1990 
Representarives) 
(Primaryvotea as a proportion oftofat vows in general elections for the House of 
Working-class areas Middle-class areas 
70 
Yea 
Source: Oflicial Flection statistics 
When these trends are compared with -.me in Figure - [see 
page 33), it becomes clear that, between the 1940s and the early 
1980s, Labor's vote in workingclass areas dedined much less 
severely than did its membership, and that in middleclass areas 
the gmwth in electoral support for the ALP was less spectacular 
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than the growth in membership. Accordingly, any suggestion that 
changes in the Party‘s compmition simply reflect changes in its 
electorate is quite wrong. Since the early 197Os, there has been a 
stark and unprecedented contrast between ALP members, who 
have become disproportionately ‘middleck’, and Laborvoters, 
who remain predominantly working&iss. 
Fie4alsomakesitdearthatthefdlinvotersupportforthe 
ALP in workingdas electontes was, prior to the 198Os, much 
1essseverethanKemp’sargumentwouldsuggest EvidentlyJabor 
loyalties among workingdas people were fading, rather than 
W i n g .  Apart from the exceptional drcumstances of the 1966 
‘Vietnam’ election, ALP support in workingclass Sydney was 
comfortably above 50 per cent, and the difference in the voting 
preferences of the two dasses stayed substantially intact These 
hdingssupportJonesandMcAUisterin that the 1983Laborvote 
in working-class electorates was only minutely less than in 1949. 
They are also consistent with Aitkin’s research in that the rate of 
Labor support in middle-class areas has been consistently higher 
since the late 1960s than previously. For although the electoral 
gap between the two types of area did not close to anywhere near 
the same extent as the memlyrship gap, the difference has been 
significantly less since Whitlam’s accession to leadership than it 
was before, as the third column of Table 5 makes dear. 
Table 5: 
The ALP’S Proportion of the Total Vote in House of 
Representatives Elections in Sydney, 1949 to 1990(%) 
Working Middle (Difference 
QaSS Class between 
Areas Areas Areas) 
~ 
1949 to 1966 average 57 26 (31) 
1969 to 1977 average 57 33 (24) 
1980 to 1990 avewe 54 32 (22) 
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The reasons for this narrowing gap vary, however. In the pe 
nod ofWhitlam’sleadership, that is, elections held h m  1969 to 
1977, the reason that the difference between the areas declined 
sharply was that support for Labor rose sharply in middle-class 
areas, whileworkingclasssupportremained constant By contrast, 
in the post-Whitlam period, the difference between the areas 
diminished because support for Labor feu more sharply in 
workingclass areas than in middleclass areas.Although relatively 
few people in workingdas areas participated in the ALP during 
thewhitlam en, they continued to give the party strong support 
at the ballot box. There are several possible explanations for this 
apparentparadox. OneisthatelectoralfllpportfortheALPwouLd 
have risen among migrants, women and young people in such 
areas.Anotheristhattheresidentsofworkingdasssuburbswould 
have been content with the essential thrust of the Whitlam gov- 
emment’spoliaes,eveniftheynolongerfelt thatthey could play 
an active part in formulating them. In many ways the Whitlam 
government did draw on Labor tradition and, in conmt  to the 
present adminishation, its ministers were not seen as being too 
dose to prominent business figures and their interests. However, 
the paradox may also be explained simply by the fact that there 
is a time lag involved in the transforation of the ALP’S social 
base. 
In the British context the idea that change in Labour Party 
membership prefigures Similar, subsequent change in the Par- 
ty’sconstituencyhasbeenputfoMrardbyBanyHindess.In 1971, 
Hindess argued that, since the1950s, there had been asigni6cant 
fall in active support for the Labour Party in workingclass areas, 
which had reduced the Party’s capacity tomobilisevoten in these 
areas in the short term, and made leaders remote kom the issues 
they needed to tackle to retain the loyalties of these voters in the 
longer term. Hindess’ book was critidsed at the time for relying 
on limited evidence, but the course ofelectoral events in Britain 
since the late 1970s has tended to vindicate his analysis. 
Inamorerecentandempiricallymoresolidstudy, thedecline . 
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of involvement in the British Labour Party by manual and rou- 
tine whitecollar employees has been identiEed as b t h  a signal 
andaca~ofthesubsequent,ca~~piclossofvotesfipm these
sectionsofthepopulation.AccordingtoPaulwhitely, theerosion 
of active Labour support in workingclass areas not only reduced 
the Party’s capacity to mobilise voters, and to act in accordance 
with theirconcems,italsomeantlosingtheconsiderableelectoral 
benefits which flowed from having a large number of activists 
transmitting politicalideaswithin their local communities and in 
their daytoday personal contacts with other workers. Further, it 
ca~LabouractiviststobesounrepresentativeofLabourMters 
thatthey becameunlikely topreselect anyone for parliamentwho 
lacked the polished communication skills of the professionally- 
trained, and thus the parliamentary party became particularly 
outoftouchwiththepeopleitwassupposedtoberepresenting.” 
When we return to examine the Aushalian electoral trends 
illustrated in Figure 4, we can see that it is only since 1983, and in 
” spiteof (somemight saybecauseof) anincreasinglysophisticated 
approach to electioneering, that the working-classvote has fallen 
in three consecutive elections. At the 1987 election, despite a 
major split among the conservative parties, the Hawke govern- 
ment was returned to office with considerably less support in 
working& Sydney than Whitlam had received in Labor’s mas 
sive electoral defeats of 1975 and 1977 and indeed with less sup 
port than at any time since the War, save for 1966. 
In 1990, the ALP’S proportion of al l  votes in these areas went 
down further and poised precariously above 50 per cent, even 
though the Party fired much better in Sydney than in Australia 
overall, where its primary vote was at its lowest ebb since the 
Depression of the 19%. Furthermore, since 1988, there have 
been unprecedented protest votes recorded against the ALP by 
voters inworkingh electorates, when the opportunity has been 
presented, in several Federal by4ections. In the House of Rep 
resentatives electorate of Adelaide, for instance, the Party’s pri- 
maryvotefellby23percentbetween thegeneralelectionof1984 
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and the by-election of 1988in lowincome, public housing areas.M 
At a stati level, too, the 1oss of support for Labor governments 
during the 1980s has generally been greater in ‘safe’ electorates 
than in the marginals. In the New South Wales elections of 1988, 
theaverageswingfromLaborinSydnqr‘swesternsubur~andin 
the industrial, manufacturing and cd-miniig centres of the 
Hunter Wey and the Illawana exceeded the State average of 
10.6 per cent. Both then and in the South Australian elections of 
1989, several official ALP candidates were dumped ftom ‘safe’ 
seats in Edvour of independents standing on ‘traditional‘ Iabor 
platforms. Therewasalsoan extxaordinadyhighmovementftom 
the ALP to the Australian Democrats among the workingclass 
electors of theVictorian seat OfThomastown in a byelection held 
early in 1990. Western Australian Labor came third in the 1991 
Geraldton by-election, after holding the seat for more than 40 
years, following allegations of corrupt contact between ALP 
parliamentary leaders and some of the State’s largest corpora- 
tions.Atthelocallevelaswell,in numerousanddiverseinstames, 
what were a few years ago regarded as rockdid Iabor councils 
have recently passed from the Parfy’s control, for the very lint 
time. 
These trends suggest that the changes in the ALP’S composi- 
tion and orientation over recent decades have produced a party 
‘which is unlikely to sustain the long-term loyalty ofworking& 
voten. ALP supporters have become cynical of the rhetoric about 
creating a hirer society which the Party’s leaders use at election 
time, in view of the increase in economic inequality which they 
have themselves experienced under Labor government policies 
during the 1980s. Slick, uninspiring campaigns offering little 
policy choice have reinforced their dispition toview politics as 
utterly irrelevant to their lives, and to therefore now look upon 
Labor politidans as undeserving of their continued loyalties. 
ItmayseemoddthattheFederalLaborgovernmenthasmanaged 
to be re-elected three times, given that its primary vote has d e  
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dined steadily in both working-class and middleclass areas since 
it was lint elected in 1983, and given the extent of the ALP’S si- 
multaneousmembershipdedine. Onewellknownreason for the 
g0vernment’ssun;lvalisthatthedriftinLabor’sprimaryvotehas 
not been fully translated into a fall in its twoparty preferredvote. 
To date, the failure of the coalition parties to present a credible 
administrative alternative, and the absence of other parties on 
the Left, has seen many disenchanted Labor supporten make 
their protest by voting informal, or for independents and minor 
parties with their effective preference returning to the ALP. 
Another reason is compulsoryvoting,’which protects the ALP 
from low turnout among less privileged voten, in contrast to 
Britain and the United States- The current enthusiasm among 
conservativepoliticiansin Australiaforanewsystem ofvoluntary 
voting stems from their recognition of the advantages which this 
system has conferred upon the parties of privilege elsewhere. 
A further crucial reason for Labor’s electoral ascendancy in 
the 1980s is that while workingclass support for Labor was 
weakening overall, it was distributed much more advantageously 
than everbefore. Sevexal commentaton have observed that the 
ALP vote during the 1980s become far more evenly spread, e s  
peciaUy in Melbourne. However, despite indications that the l e  
cation of poverty in that city has altered considerably, these 
commentaton have persisted in assuming that the Party simply 
attracted new levels of support among ‘middle-class’ votersliving 
in the marginal seats. They have not explored the posdbilty that 
Labor’s more even spread ofvotes could be the result of residen- 
tial shifts by working& voters.6’ 
Until the rnid-l960s, Labor won a much smaller share of the 
seats in Melbourne than it did of the votes. Huge majorities 
.amassed in a handful of electorates in the inner, northern and 
western workingclass suburbs were outweighed by the smaller 
majorities which the Liberal Party was consistently able to gain in 
theelectoratesspanning theaty’srelativelyafnuentsouthem and 
eastern suburbs.69However, Labor’s disadvantage began to break 
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down in the late 196Os, as young families from workingclass 
backgrounds began to move to the outer fiinges of the city in 
search of affordable housing. Ann Forward has shown, by cor- 
relating data drawn from the 1966 and 1971 censuses, with 
changes in the Labor vote between the 1966 and 1972 elections, 
that this widespread movement created new electorates in the 
outer northern and northwestern suburbs, and that the enthu- 
siasm of residents in these suburbs for the Whitlamite agenda of 
urban renewal was crucial in putting the Labor government into 
power. Subsequent censuses indicate that, since the 1970s, a 
residential shift to outer fringe suburbs has continued to proceed 
rapidly in Melbourne, particularly towards the outer eastm The 
question is: has this altered the sodoeconomic character ofHouse 
of Representatives electorates in these suburbs to the extent that 
the electoral success of the Hawk government in the 1980s may 
have depended, much more than is generally realised, on the 
factthatmanyLaborsuppo~~fromworkingclass~ounds 
have simply moved house? 
For the purposes of assesrjng, in broad terms, whether this is 
so, Melbourne can be divided into three geogmphical&gions: a 
‘safe Labor’ region; a ‘safe Liberal‘ region, and a ‘volatile’ region. 
CrucialtotheascendancyoftheHawkegovemmentin rhe1980s 
was the fact that all but one of the House of Representatives elec- 
toratesin the ’volatile’ region, thatis, theouter eastern and south- 
eastern suburbs of Melbourne, swung from the Liberals to the 
ALP in the 1980 and 1983 elections, and most continued to be 
heldbyLaboruntil1990,instarkconhasttotheirprevious,almost 
uniform and uninterrupted Liberal allegiances. Precise exami- 
nation of the changing demographic character ofithese regions 
is complicated by the changes in electoral boundaries which 
occurred between the 1971 and 1986 census. However, the r e  
gional dassifications have been determined in awaywhich makes 
the data closely comparable. 
As with the Sydney municipalities, the socioeconomic char- 
acter of the electorates in each region of Melbourne has been 
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measured according to the proportion of the local labour force 
engaged in professional and managerial occupations at the time 
of each census. Table 6 shows that the pmportion of people in 
these ‘career’ occupations, in the regionwhichbecame electorally 
volatile after 1977, was virtually static between 1971 and 1986, 
whereas in the safe Liberal and Labor electorates, the propor- 
tion grew rapidly. 
Table 6 
Melbourne Residents in Professional, Para-professional, 
Managerial and Administrative Occupations as a proportion of 
the Local Labour Force, 1971 and 1986(%)M 
1971 1986 
Safe Liberal electorates 29 35 
Volatile electorates 20 21 
Safe Labor electorates 12 16 
In other words, the relative sodoeconomic status of the elec- 
torates which swung to the ALP ftom 1980 had declined sign& 
candy since the early 1970s. Demographywas now on the Party’s 
side. The ‘gentrification’ of the inner suburbswas insufficient to 
overhaul Labor majorities there, while the dispersal of low and 
middleincome workers helped tip the scales for new Labor 
majorities elsewhere. While a more in-depth research project 
would be needed to quantify the precise correlations between 
population movement and changes in the ALP vote, there can 
be little doubt that working& relocation in Melbourne (and 
probably also in Sydney and other centres) has played a much 
bigger part in the election of Labor governments in the 1980s 
than the conventional analyses, undertaken outside a geo- 
graphical context, would allow. 
Contrary, then, to the idea that Labor’s electoral success in 
the 1980s has simply flowed from a greater ‘middledass’ follow- 
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ing, the demographic evidence suggests that Labor has depend- 
ed more heady than ever on the residual loyalties of working- 
class voters. The recent election of Labor governments has 
occurred largely because the Party has managed to maintain 
much of its workingdas vote, in spite of its increasingly ‘middle- 
class’ membership and orientation. The process of suburbani- 
sation has, in the short term, aided t h e w s  electoral pmpects 
even though, at the same h e ,  it has tended to erode the Party’s 
active support base. 
It is doubtful, however, that the growing contradictions b e  
tween Labor’s membership and its constituency can continue to 
be reconciled. The geographical advantages which the Party 
enjoyed during the 198Os, along with the absence of alternative 
parties on the Left, may now be drawing to a close. Key Liberal 
figures have signalled that they are now prepared to compete 
headan with Labor for the votes of bluecollarworkers, migrants 
from non-English speaking backgrounds and the young. They 
also plan to capitalise on the continuing gentrification of inner- 
city suburbs. The D e m m t s  are establishiig themselves as a se- 
riousaltemativefordisaffectedLaborvotersandtheyintendnav 
to raise environmental huesin their campaigns in the indust5al 
suburbs.* Green activists in general appear likely to strengthen 
their position in Australian party politics in the next few years. 
Much has been made of the supposed dichotomy between en- 
vironmental protection and the interests of bluecollar workers. 
However, for the millions of wageearners who reside in the pol- 
luted, hazard-ridden western suburbs ofSydney and Melbourne, 
and for all those who are employed in dangerous workplaces, 
these two objectives are quite compatible. The fact that workers 
are the biggestvictjmsofenvironmentallyunsafeindustriesneeds 
to be more widely understood within the Australian labour 
movement 
Although the transfer of lowincome groups to the outer sub 
urbs is likely to continue in the future, in the most recent Federal 
election voters in these suburbs showed a marked preparedness 
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to defect from Labor over the imposition of high mortgage 
payments, and the absence of adequate community services. The 
Party’s eleventh-hour promises to lower interest rates and to 
provide modest amounts for more services were greeted with 
scepticism, and not without reason. The imaginative social poli- 
cies andmajor increasesin community inhimcture needed in 
order to Overcome the poverty, isolation and loneliness of these 
outer-suburban residents is not likely to materialise as long as the 
key Federal economic Ministers remain ideologically committed 
to the contraction of the public sector. 
ALP leaders have dearly underestimated the extent to which 
their Party depends on continued workingclass support Unless 
the ALP reorients its structures and policies towds the people 
whose loyalties it has been taking for granted, then its electoral 
base may erode as its membership has already. Advertising, 
opinion polling and direct mail can be used in stemming short- 
term losses among perifherdvoters. However, in Britain during 
the 198Os, and in New Zealand more recently, these techniques 
have proved quite inadequate in shielding labour parties fkom 
the erosion of support within their cure constituency. 
. 
6 
PROSPECTS 
FOR THE PARTY’S 
RENEWAL 
Those who believe that there is no constituency 
among the majority for any new politics know noth- 
ing of the human roots that feed politics...[and] are 
blind to the hidden injuries, the unexpressed suf- 
fering, and the deep fears and frustrations and 
longings that are constantly suppressed, held down 
below the threshold of public political discussion. 
Those who can fashion a public language for these 
prime sorrows and unarticulated needs”may be 
amazedby the pent-up feelingsthatwill rush into the 
new channels that have been opened up. 
Trevor Blackwell and Jeremy Seabrook, A World still 
Lo TheReoonrtNdunofihePml-War WorkngClnrr 
Faber and Faber, London, 1985. 
It is easy to succumb to despair about the prospects of revitalising 
Labor as a party which filters the aspirations of working people 
into the councils of political power. However, it is important to 
emphasise that the present crisis does not arise inevitably fkom 
social change so much as from t h e w s  failure sofarto diagnose 
the nature of this change and to act against its negative effects. 
Thewidespreadreccgnitionwithin thePartynowoftheneed for 
structural reform and an expanded, more representative mem- 
bershipholdsoutthepossibilitythataneffectivereorientationof 
the ALP cun be accomplished. National Secretary Bob Hogg, for 
instance, has acknowledged that Party ‘membership is too low’ 
andthatthis‘probl em... willbecomecriticaloverthenextdecade’ 
without effective steps to ‘broaden the Party’s base‘ andwiden its 
channels of policy formulation.@ Once several misconceptions 
have been tackled, such acknowledgements may prove to be the 
seeds for eventual regeneration. 
The firstmisconceptionis thatbroadeninglabor’sbasemeans 
nothing other than moving away h m ,  or reducing the impor- 
tance of, trade union affiliation. Proponents of this view portray 
t h e w s  individual membership as quite representative, but the 
affiliated union membership as no longer relevant due to the 
dwindling of union numbers in the general workforce. The evi- 
dence in previous chapters show this analysis to be seriously 
flawed. In reality, the decline in ALP branch membership over 
the postwar period has been much wesevere than the dedine 
in union membership. Unionists as a proportion of d wage- 
earners have Men by up to onequarter since the mid-l950s, but 
ALP branch members as a proportion of Labor voters have fallen 
by morethan twc&irds.Anyfurtherlossofunioninvolvementin 
the Party would thus be particularly demoraIising. 
While it is far from perfect, trade union afiiliation means that 
the ALP retains an absolutely crucial organisational connection 
with the millions ofbluecollar, and considerable numbers of the 
whitecollar, wageearners who continue to make up the core of 
the Par+ electoral support. Because active working&i.v par- 
ticipation in Party structures has been so thoroughly eroded, the 
more that membership is confined to the branches, the less 
contact of any kind the ALP will have with the people who make 
up most of its constituency, and the further detached it will b e  
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come fiom their needs. Asustained revival of the ALP'S working- 
dass vote requires a revival of the close nexus which used to exist 
between work, hade unionism and active political participation. 
For all theirimperfections, the affiliated and non-af€iliatedunions 
represent the best available means by which the ALP can regain 
touch with those sections of its electorate which have not been 
participating in the Party's branches and whose view most need 
to be heard. It is not a question of going bymi  the old affiliated 
base, then, but rather of going back to it, and of using it to 
broaden and revitalise the ALP'S union links along the lines of 
real rank-and-file participation instead of along the present, bu- 
reaudclineswhereby oniyan oligarchyofseniorofficialscomes 
to have a say. 
Within the union movement there is also a misconception - 
and that is the assumption that amalgamating current organisa- 
tions into new industrybased structures can in itself, or with the 
aid of some public relations measures, overcome membership 
decline. The experience of m a t  Western European nations has 
been thatcenmlkd bureaucracy,andarernoterelationshipwith 
the rank and file, tend to be exacerbated by large industry 
structures,andthatthese weokmthecapacityofunionstomkit 
and retain members. Many hade unions in Europe are turning 
to new, more localised recruitment strategies in a bid to increase 
the proportion of the workforce which they cover, which in m a t  
cases is lower than the proportion covered in Australia today? 
The formation of indusqbased structures here may, in the 
long term, enhance recruitment and participation, by enabling 
more resources to be put into personal contact between officials 
and members. However, it may also, in the long term, impede 
recruitment and participation, as it has done in p of Europe 
in the past, by reinforcing the perception of unions as large and 
distant centres ofpower. For the ultimate outcome to be positive, 
~o~tsneedtoinsistthatindustry-basedstructuresareameans 
to an end, the end being a broader, more democratic movement 
in which grasroots input by ordinary members is constantly 
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maximised. The attainment of this end will depend not so much 
on amalgamationS as on what is done in addition to amalgama- 
tions. 
In so far as the Labor Pany needs to extend its membership 
base,itneedstodosoinamjmdunwirhtheunionmovementTo 
be viable in the future, both the ALP and the trade unions need 
to foster a new culture of participation among female clerical, 
sales and personal service workers, among migrants from non- 
English speakingbackgrounds, and among youngworkers. Both 
unions and Party need to restore active involvement among 
manual workers generally, and also to shift p e r  and resources 
out of the inner aty and into the fastgrowing yet culturally bar- 
ren outer suburbs where most non-unionised workers, and p e  
tential ALP members and voters, now live or work It is more 
logical to tackle these tasks together than it is to draw an artificial 
distinction between the twin sociological challenges facing the 
unions and the Party, and thus to weaken the prospects of either 
of them defeating these daunting challenges. 
Within the ALP there is a third misconception - to the effect 
that membership can beincreasedwithout new initiatives to alter 
the power relationships of the party so as to give rank-and-file 
members a greater\voice in the formation and implementation 
of policy, in the selection of candidates and in the election of 
leaders To assert that Labor’s present problems are ‘politid 
rather than ‘structud is true in one sense, but structures nev- 
ertheless are crucial in determining who actually comes to ex- 
ercise, and who ends up being excluded from, political power. 
labor voters cannot seriously be expected to flock back into the 
Party if the’Federal parliamentary leadership can continue to 
ignore the policies they put up, and can, indeed, continue to go 
against their most bndcmotivations, such as their desire for the 
Statetointerveneintheeconomysoastoredis~butewealthfrom 
rich to poor, and to expand the provision of free education. 
Neither can the Party seriously expect to retain effective control 
overitssupportersifatthesametimeitdeniesthemanyeffective 
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control over the Party and its actions in government. Changes to 
policy, preselection and leadership election processes seem 
mandamryinorder to breakthe presentcycleofdisillusionment 
and, togetherwithnewrec~tmentinitiatives, tomake t h e w s  
parliamentarians and elite decision-makers properly repre- 
sentative of, and accountable to, the people who constitute their 
electorate. 
The official agenda for organjsational reform within the Party 
includes many commonsense proposals, such as greater uni- 
formity between the States in their rules, simplified procedures 
forjoining, incentivesfor recruitment, and closer contactbetween 
theParty’slocaland nationalstructures.Havever,italsoincludes 
some manifestly retrograde steps such as a proposal to allow the 
national conference to meet only once every three years, and for 
the conference’s pavers over policy to be diverted to a national 
executive w e d  stages removed from the full Party member- 
ship.esAslindsayTanner has pointed out, there is apressingneed 
for national conference and executive delegates, Party leaders 
and officers and Members of Parliament to, in future, be elected 
by dired ballots of Party members rather than through the tor- 
tuously indirect mechanisms which have applied until now. 
Without such reforms the senior Party decision-makers cannot 
be made more accountable, and the futility felt by local ALP ac- 
tivists cannot be ovacome. 
Tanner has also proposed that much stronger af€irmative ac- 
tion provisions be introduced to guarantee that, from now on, 
women enter Parliament in proportion to their importance 
among ALP voters. A further proposal that issuebased ALP 
branches be allowed, in addition to locality branches, could be 
userlinrevitalisinginputfiom theyoungpeopleandactivistsin 
social movements who have been an important and constructive 
part of the ALP in the last twenty years, but who more recently 
have become didlusioned and have drifted towards the envi- 
ronmental movement and the minor parties.@ In addition to 
these suggestions, a greater role for ethnic branches needs to be 
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incorporated into the reform agenda, and the concept of af- 
furnative action may need to be applied more broadly, to ensure 
that the Labor Party does not treat i$ members ahd supporters 
&om non-English speaking backgrounds as the political equiva- 
lent of ‘Extory fodder’ - denying them real opportunities to 
proceed into Parliament or into other positions of power. 
The taskofrevitakinginputfrom thepeoplewhosealienation 
from ALP structura has been deepest and most sustained of all, 
that is, manual workers and the predominantly female sales, 
personal service and clerical workforce, requiresmuch more than 
just changes to rules. The concept of issuebased branches may 
not be helpful in this regard, as it tends to mume that everyone 
approaches politics in the manner of the professionallmed, 
and it may underestimate the degree of distance between many 
workingclass people, especially those who live in outer suburb 
and rely on public transport, and the tend forums of political 
discussion and p e r .  The crucial questions for this disenfran- 
chised section of the working class are how to overhaul local 
politicalactivity,,sotitis,geographicalyandinotherrespects, 
in tune with their contemporary needs and lifestyles; and how to 
foster interest and confidence among them so they can again 
transmit their aspirations into Party structures. 
research and technological resources beyond short-term opinion 
polling, so as to find out more about who its supporters and 
potential supporters actually are; what, deepdown, theywant the 
ALP to do; and how baniers to their participation might be 
overcome. Political education prcgrams will need to be devel- 
oped, not just to equip working4a.s supporters with greater 
confidence and communication skills, but also to broaden 
‘middleclad supporters’notionsofwhatconstitutespolitics. The 
extensive common ground which does exist between the con- 
cerns of the social movements and the needs ofwage and salary- 
earners should be more extensively charted. Labor must be 
prepared to confront dass inequality, whether it is encountered 
To answer these questions, the ALP wil l  need to extend its \ 
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in the form ofunemployment, inadequate housing, ahazardous 
working environment, unaffordable education or in any other 
form, as its prime policy concern. This does not simply mean a 
return to an old-style and limited labourist agenda. On the 
contrary, it is vital that the Party should dispense with the view 
thatgovernment is all about narrow economicmanagement The 
reintegration of politics with people’s working lives should lead 
toanextensionofthepoliticalrealmintomanyotherdimensions 
of their everyday lives. Nowadays, financial hardship manifests 
itself not so much in outright material deprivation as in family 
breakdown and violence, in alcoholism and drug abuse, in 
loneliness and alienation. The parameters of political discussion 
need to be pushed outwards accordingly. 
The path to ALP renewal proceeds from a recognition that 
themalaiseofsmall,volatilemembershipand shrinkingelectoral 
support will ultimately be cured not by vague or superficial at- 
tempts to regain support from ‘the community’ in general, but 
mtherby agenuineattemptto putpowerintothe handsofthose 
particular elemen6 of the workforce which, since the War, have 
been alienated from any real democratic role. It appears that it is 
only by rebuilding a full and iiuidul relationship with the social 
forces which fint brought it into W i g  that the Labor Party can 
be assured of emerging from its present crisis of morale and 
purpose, and of living to enjoy another major anniversary year. 
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